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A B S T R A C T   

Nerve injuries pose a drastic threat to nerve mobility and sensitivity and lead to permanent dysfunction due to 
low regenerative capacity of mature neurons. The electrical stimuli that can be provided by electroactive ma-
terials are some of the most effective tools for the formation of soft tissues, including nerves. Electric output can 
provide a distinctly favorable bioelectrical microenvironment, which is especially relevant for the nervous sys-
tem. Piezoelectric biomaterials have attracted attention in the field of neural tissue engineering owing to their 
biocompatibility and ability to generate piezoelectric surface charges. In this review, an outlook of the most 
recent achievements in the field of piezoelectric biomaterials is described with an emphasis on piezoelectric 
polymers for neural tissue engineering. First, general recommendations for the design of an optimal nerve 
scaffold are discussed. Then, specific mechanisms determining nerve regeneration via piezoelectric stimulation 
are considered. Activation of piezoelectric responses via natural body movements, ultrasound, and magnetic 
fillers is also examined. The use of magnetoelectric materials in combination with alternating magnetic fields is 
thought to be the most promising due to controllable reproducible cyclic deformations and deep tissue perme-
ation by magnetic fields without tissue heating. In vitro and in vivo applications of nerve guidance scaffolds and 
conduits made of various piezopolymers are reviewed too. Finally, challenges and prospective research di-
rections regarding piezoelectric biomaterials promoting nerve regeneration are discussed. Thus, the most rele-
vant scientific findings and strategies in neural tissue engineering are described here, and this review may serve 
as a guideline both for researchers and clinicians.   

1. Introduction 

The nervous system controls every organ and system in an organism 
and consists of two parts: the central nervous system (CNS) and pe-
ripheral nervous system (PNS). Signaling pathways go from the CNS to 
other parts of the body via the PNS. Unlike the CNS, owing to the lack of 

shielding by bone tissue and the blood–brain barrier, the PNS is more 
susceptible to injuries, e.g., due to disease, toxins, surgical procedures, 
accidents, or natural disasters. As a result, peripheral nerve injuries 
(PNIs) may pose a threat to nerve mobility and sensitivity and possibly 
lead to permanent function loss due to the low regenerative capacity of 
mature neurons [1–4]. More than 300,000 PNI cases in Europe and 20, 
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000,000 cases in the United States are reported annually [1,4]. Severe 
nervous-system injuries currently have limited therapeutic options. 
Small PNI sites are capable of spontaneous self-regeneration, wherein 
Schwann cells (SCs) reorganize and migrate to form bands of Büngner, 
which act as longitudinal guides for the regrowth of axons from the 
proximal to the distal nerve stump [5]. In more extended gaps, nerve 
regeneration is a sensitive and slow process, where a guiding pathway is 
essential for protection and stimulation at the same time. 

Currently, the most widely clinically used approach to PNI treatment 
is autologous grafting, wherein a donor nerve is resected and trans-
planted into an injury site of the same person. Autografts supply the 
regenerating axons with a natural guidance channel populated with 
functioning SCs. Although this method is considered the gold standard, 
it is still far from ideal, for example, due to donor site morbidity, donor 
shortage, a mismatch between the donor and damaged nerves, and risks 
of infections or neuroma formation, resulting in a second surgical 
operation [2,3,6–8]. Therefore, biomaterials appear to be more advan-
tageous for nerve tissue repair because of their structural and chemical 
versatility and accessibility. Polymers possess attractive properties for 
biomedical applications. They are light-weight, inexpensive, and easily 
processable; they show excellent compatibility with other organic and 
inorganic materials for the development of multifunctional hybrid sys-
tems; and some polymers are biodegradable and biocompatible [9,10]. 
In the context of neural tissue engineering, polymers can be processed 
into nerve guidance conduits (NGCs), which are tubular constructs into 
which proximal and distal stumps of an injured nerve can be inserted [4, 
6,11–15]. The axons regenerating from the proximal stump grow 
through the conduit toward the distal stump. Trophic support for both 
stumps is provided by the conduit, which also prevents invasion of the 
gap (between the stumps) by surrounding tissues. In addition to their use 
in repair of peripheral-nerve lesions, conduits can be utilized to wrap a 
repair site after end-to-end reconstruction of nerves in order to reduce 
scarring and for the treatment of neuromas [16]. 

Biocompatible and biodegradable conduits have been introduced 
that resorb in physiological environments with no adverse effects; 
however, they have acted only as tubes bridging the distal and proximal 
stumps and failed to provide necessary stimulatory cues for nerve 
regeneration [2]. Accordingly, the greatest promise is shown by the 
supplying of such nerve guides with appropriate stimuli to provoke 
nerve lesion repair; in this regard, electrical stimulation is more efficient 
for soft tissues such as skin, cardiac, and nervous tissues [2,6,17–19]. 
Electrical stimuli can guide regenerating axons across the nerve gap to 
connect with the distal stump of the injured nerve via biological signal 
transduction. SCs stimulated by an electric field of 50 mV/mm show 
increased neurite outgrowth and greater alignment in the direction of 
the applied electric field [20]. On this evidence, electroconductive 
conduits have been investigated [21–24] that can support an electrical 
environment of artificially generated electric fields necessary for effi-
cient nerve regeneration. For example, Phamornnak et al. [25] have 
developed electroactive microfibrous scaffolds based on silk fibroin (SF) 
and poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT: 
PSS) for peripheral neural tissue engineering. The latest developments in 
the field of conductive NGCs have been systematically summarized in a 
review paper [2]. Electrical stimulation by means of such conduits 
generally requires auxiliary devices, such as electrodes, to generate 
electric fields. Nonetheless, the need for a complex circuit system with 
an external power source, inflammation caused by implanted electrodes, 
and the necessity of a second surgery to remove the electrodes limit 
clinical applications of this approach [20,26–28]. Contrary to the con-
ventional electrical stimulation, wireless and self-powered devices based 
on piezoelectric polymers can deliver electrical stimuli without external 
energy sources or electrodes [29–32]. A piezoelectric polymer can 
develop a voltage when a mechanical stress is applied or vice versa 
[33–36]. Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), poly (L-lactic acid) [PLLA], 
poly (3-hydroxybutyrate) [PHB], and many of their copolymers are 
widely used for neural tissue engineering applications. Piezoelectric 

polymeric conduits have been shown to facilitate SC adhesion, prolif-
eration, and expression of functional proteins in vitro as well as to 
accelerate nerve conducting velocity, promote axonal remyelination, 
and restore motor function in vivo [37]. Furthermore, a piezoelectric 
boron nitride–functionalized polymer conduit can induce microvessel 
regrowth into neurons and reverses muscular atrophy after denervation 
in a model of a severe sciatic nerve defect [38]. 

Piezoelectricity in various biological tissues and recent advances in 
the fabrication and application of piezoelectric scaffolds have been 
summarized in some reviews [39,40]. A review by Zaszczynska et al. 
[41] describes the piezoelectric materials most frequently used for 
neural tissue engineering together with the main achievements, chal-
lenges, and future needs for research and treatments. In 2022, Askari 
et al. [42] presented a review on piezoelectric composites in neural 
tissue engineering; that paper deals with hybrid materials based on 
piezoceramics and piezopolymers as well as methods of their fabrica-
tion. In that paper, only PVDF and its copolymer-based scaffolds are 
considered, while other piezopolymers, such as PLLA and PHB, are not 
mentioned. A very recent review by Xu et al. [43] classifies piezoelectric 
materials and examines methods providing piezoelectric stimuli, 
including ultrasonication and mechanical movements of the human 
body, such as muscle contraction and relaxation and blood flow, as well 
as micromovements involved in cell migration, which can cause defor-
mation of piezoelectric materials to induce electrical output. 

The analysis of the literature allowed to reveal that at the moment, 
on the subject of piezopolymeric materials for neural tissue engineering, 
there are no systematic detailed reviews that not only contain the latest 
developments in piezoelectric nerve guidance devices but also integrate 
these efforts of many years into general recommendations for the design 
of efficient NGCs for specific nerve injuries. Moreover, the published 
reviews do not explain possible mechanisms of piezoelectric stimulation 
of neuronal cells and tissues. Therefore, the aim of this review was to 
compile in vitro and in vivo studies of nerve scaffolds and conduits based 
on commonly used piezoelectric polymers and composites. First, general 
recommendations for the design of efficient NGCs are provided with 
special attention to electrospun NGCs. Then, the mechanisms underlying 
electrical stimulation of neural tissue regeneration are thoroughly 
considered. Next, published findings about nerve scaffolds based on 
PVDF, PLLA, PHB, and their composites are discussed, as are their main 
advantages, biological outcomes, and future challenges. 

2. Requirements for the design of piezoelectric nerve scaffolds 

2.1. Biocompatibility and biodegradability 

A number of requirements should be considered when NGCs with 
maximized efficiency are designed. Primarily, a nerve scaffold must be 
biocompatible, i.e., not evoke any mutagenic, carcinogenic, and cyto-
toxic effects or inflammatory responses. Generally, synthetic piezo-
electric polymers have the advantage of biocompatibility, which can be 
additionally enhanced via the introduction of natural polymers. For 
instance, incorporation of type I collagen among PHB/PHBV nanofibers 
increases SC proliferation, GDNF mRNA expression, and NGF secretion, 
meaning stimulated cell differentiation [44]. 

Furthermore, an NGC must be biodegradable, so that it is resorbed in 
the human body at a rate consistent with that of the nerve restoration. 
After the implant is sutured at the nerve stumps, the biodegradable 
scaffold can be populated and remodeled by neuronal cells and even-
tually replaced by the native tissue; hence, the original function can be 
restored without a second surgery. The biodegradation rate is a critical 
parameter of an NGC because it must provide sufficient support for 
nerve tissue throughout the whole regeneration period. The resorption 
rate of biodegradable piezoelectric polymers can be adjusted via 
blending with other polymers. For example, the addition of up to 20 wt% 
of chitosan to PHB nerve scaffolds increases their mass loss from 20 % to 
35 % after 8 weeks of degradation in PBS [45]. Polymers mounting the 
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strongest piezoelectric response, i.e., PVDF and its copolymers, are 
nondegradable. This issue has been addressed by blending PVDF with 
degradable nonpiezoelectric materials [11,12,31], resulting in wors-
ened piezoelectric properties. In one study [31], nondegradable PVDF 
was blended with PCL to fabricate an electroactive NGC, which lost up to 
9.1 % of mass during a 4-month period in vivo, and this loss was 
appropriate for long-term mechanical support for nerve regrowth within 
the conduit. To maintain desired piezoelectric signals, PVDF and its 
copolymers should be blended with degradable piezoelectric polymers, 
i.e., PLLA or PHB. 

2.2. Piezoelectric capacity 

Biocompatible and biodegradable conduits have been introduced 
that degrade in physiological environments with no adverse effects but 
act only as tubes bridging the distal and proximal stumps and have failed 
to provide necessary stimulatory cues for nerve regeneration [2]. Be-
sides biocompatibility and biodegradability, NGCs obviously need to be 
bioactive. Promising effects of electrical stimulation on neural cell 
proliferation and differentiation in vitro and tissue growth in vivo have 
aroused interest in the use of piezoelectric scaffolds for neural tissue 
repair. For instance, piezoelectric P(VDF-TrFE) electrospun scaffolds 
with aligned fibers have been shown to promote adhesion, proliferation, 
myelination, and neurite extension of SCs [46–48]. In turn, when 
applied to a 10-mm rat sciatic nerve defect for 12 weeks, a self-powered 
electroconductive NGC with aligned electrospun PLLA fibers signifi-
cantly facilitated peripheral nerve regeneration and enhanced motor 
functional recovery as evidenced by an improved sciatic function index 
(SFI), compound muscle action potential (CMAP), and muscle weights 
[29]. 

2.3. Sufficient strength and flexibility 

Porosity and permeability are important for robust nerve regenera-
tion, while the biodegradability of NGCs allows to avoid a second sur-
gical operation. At the same time, NGCs must retain sufficient 
mechanical strength and integrity for long-term physical support and 
protection of the regenerating nerves. Mechanical roles of NGCs are as 
follows: to create a barrier protecting new axons from the forming scar 
tissue, to prevent compression of the regenerating cells by the sur-
rounding tissue, and to provide stable structural support until there is 
sufficient regeneration of the nerve [3]. Given that peripheral nerves are 
subject to stretching, compression, and shearing forces, an NGC must 
also be flexible to withstand these forces and allow for the bending of 
joints without nerve compression [3,7]. In addition, an NGC has to resist 
the tearing, breaking, or cracking resulting from manipulations and 
sutures. To construct NGCs of appropriate strength and flexibility, me-
chanical properties of a target area have to be estimated. As demon-
strated in Table 1, nerve tissues are very flexible and ductile, with high 
values of elongation at break (30 %–60 %) and low Young’s moduli. 
Stiffness has been reported to direct differentiation of nonhuman neural 

stem cells (NSCs), with neuronal differentiation preferred on softer 
hydrogel matrices [49]. Most of piezoelectric polymers generally are 
unsuitably strong or stiff to mimic a nervous tissue [7]. Such polymers as 
PHAs, PLLA, and PVDF have Young’s moduli that are often orders of 
magnitude greater than that of a native nerve [7]. Therefore, these 
polymers are often blended with more ductile polymers to reduce their 
inherent stiffness. For example, PHB, which is intrinsically brittle and 
has too high Young’s modulus and insufficient elongation at break to 
meet the requirements of NGCs [44,50], is often blended with PCL, 
chitosan, or other PHAs [5,45,51,52], or copolymers are used instead, 
such as P (3HB-co-4HB) [5], PHBHHx [53,54], or poly (3-hydrox-
ybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) [PHBV] [44,55–57]. Among poly-
esters, only PCL-based polymers possess the mechanical properties that 
even approach those of a native nerve tissue [7]. The addition of PCL has 
been shown to improve the bending and tensile properties of PHB [5]. 
Furthermore, a blend of PCL with PVDF simultaneously improves me-
chanical properties, biocompatibility, and biodegradation of PVDF 
while retaining desired piezoelectricity [31]. Finally, blending with a 
natural piezoelectric biopolymer collagen can also address the issue of 
stiffness of synthetic piezoelectric polyesters [55]. 

2.4. Optimal fabrication method 

Numerous techniques for fabrication of piezoelectric NGCs exist, 
such as salt leaching, freeze-drying, dip-coating, self-assembly, solvent 
casting, gas foaming, 3D printing, and electrospinning [6]. The majority 
of these techniques have drawbacks limiting their applications to NGC 
manufacturing. For example, self-assembly does not offer precise control 
over fiber dimensions; poor interconnectivity of pores, small pore size, 
and irregular porosity are the main drawbacks of gas foaming and freeze 
drying [3]. Low mechanical strength limits the range of applications of 
3D-printed scaffolds [63]. 

Recently, the feasibility of additive manufacturing for the construc-
tion of conduits with 3D continuous conductive network structure was 
demonstrated in Ref. [64]. An efficient NGC was constructed by prior 
powder design and laser additive manufacturing. In particular, the PLLA 
particle surface was coated with Ti3C2Tx (MXene) by ultrasound-assisted 
solution mixing and thus MXene was enriched at interfacial regions 
among adjacent polymer particles to form a continuous MXene 
conductive network. Cell assays confirmed that the conduits signifi-
cantly promote cell proliferation, differentiation, and neurite outgrowth 
[64]. 

Electrospinning allows for the formation of 3D structures that suc-
cessfully mimic the native extracellular matrix (ECM). The porosity, 
flexibility, and large surface area of electrospun fibrous mats can create 
an enhanced environment for cell–substrate interactions. Generally, to 
induce β-phase formation in crystalline structure of piezoelectric PVDF, 
poling with heat treatment is employed [31,33,49,65–69]. Nonetheless, 
electrospun PVDF scaffolds can manifest piezoelectricity without the 
post-poling process because poling is carried out during electrospinning, 
owing to the applied electric forces and polymer jet elongation [33,66, 
70–72]. The strain induced in the electrospinning solution causes uni-
axial elongation of PVDF molecular chains along the fiber axis, thereby 
leading to β-phase formation. Additionally, the β-phase content can be 
controlled by varying parameters of electrospinning (voltage, needle 
tip–collector distance, and the flow rate), the solution (PVDF molecular 
weight and solvent), or the environment (humidity and temperature) 
[71]. 

Moreover, it has been found that the crystallinity of an electrospun 
polymer directly correlates with the fiber diameter [73,74]. The latter 
can be adjusted by varying the parameters of electrospinning [63]; 
accordingly, crystallinity and consequently piezoelectricity also strongly 
depend on the electrospinning process. Tai et al. [30] have obtained 
electrospun PLLA scaffolds with aligned fibers of 30–500 nm and found 
fiber diameter- and heat treatment–dependent changes in phase con-
tents, which affected piezoelectric performance in transverse and 

Table 1 
Mechanical properties of nerve tissues.  

Nerve Ultimate tensile 
strength, MPa 

Elongation at 
break, % 

Young’s 
modulus, MPa 

Ref. 

Rat sciatic nerve 6.1 ± 1.5 49.2 ± 2.4 13.79 ± 5.48 [58] 
Rat spinal nerve 

dendrites 
0.62 ± 0.31 30.8 ± 8.4 2.9 ± 1.5 [59] 

Human sciatic 
nerve 

– – 40.96 ± 2.59 [60] 

Human peroneal 
middle nerve 

3.88 ± 1.47 ~60 % 10.41 ± 2.85 [61] 

Human tibial 
middle nerve 

3.91 ± 0.92 ~35 % 9.50 ± 2.84 

Rabbit tibial 
nerve 

11.7 ± 7.0 38.5 ± 2.0 – [62]  
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longitudinal directions. Thus, electrospinning is a versatile, simple, 
low-cost, and controllable technique, which can produce defect-free 
NGCs with precisely tailored fiber architecture, crystallinity, and 
piezoelectricity. Fibers’ properties can be tuned by adjustment of 
electrospinning-solution and process parameters and environmental 
conditions [1,63]. 

2.5. Improving surface water wettability of piezoelectric polymers 

Water wettability of a polymer surface (i.e., hydrophobicity vs. hy-
drophilicity) is known to be one of the key factors influencing 
cell–material interaction and subsequent cell behaviors. Wettability of a 
surface can be strongly affected by surface functional groups [57,75–78] 
and surface roughness of the material [50,79–86]. Normally, cells prefer 
a surface of moderate hydrophilicity for adhesion and growth, whereas 
polymer surfaces featuring superhydrophilicity (contact angle below 5◦) 
or superhydrophobicity (contact angle above 150◦) are not favorable for 
cell attachment and growth [87]. Unfortunately, the majority of piezo-
electric polymers, such as PVDF, PLLA, and PHAs are hydrophobic, and 
their surface hydrophobicity impedes sufficient cell adhesion [87,88]. 
To solve this problem, plasma treatment [66,89,90], chemical hydro-
philic functionalization [5,54,57,89], or polymer blending [44,45,51, 
55] are routinely conducted for improving the hydrophilicity of piezo-
polymeric scaffolds. For example, Xia et al. [88] have proposed in situ 
hydrophilic modification of PLLA nanofibers for cell adhesion. Due to 

the electrostatic interaction between dopamine and PLLA nanofibers, an 
effective and robust in situ modification was obtained without compro-
mising the nanofibrous structure [88]. Furthermore, the addition of 
chitosan decreases water contact angles (WCAs) of PHB from 125◦ to 43◦

for randomly aligned PHB/chitosan 80:20 fibrous scaffolds and from 
111◦ to 33◦ for aligned ones [45,51]. Of note, greater fiber alignment is 
reported to enhance the hydrophilicity of electrospun scaffolds [45,51]. 

Nonetheless, the degradation rate of modified scaffolds can be 
accelerated by the increased hydrophilicity [45,88], which can actuate 
premature impairment of scaffolds’ mechanical and piezoelectric per-
formance. Therefore, it makes sense to find an optimal compromise 
between scaffolds’ satisfactory hydrophilicity and prolonged integrity 
and electroactivity. 

3. Effects of piezoelectric materials on cell behavior and tissue 
growth 

As mentioned above, a scaffold’s bioactivity plays a critical role in 
robust nerve regeneration. Various stimuli have been utilized in tissue 
engineering, among which, electrical stimulation is more effective for 
soft tissues such as skin, cardiac, and nervous tissue. Electric output can 
provide a distinctly favorable bioelectrical microenvironment [11,36], 
which is especially relevant for the nervous system. When a nerve defect 
is formed, the transmission of electrical signals is terminated [11]. Thus, 
it is reasonable to develop materials that can maintain electrical-signal 

Fig. 1. Magnetoelectric nanoparticles for electrostimulation of nerve injury repair. (A) Schematic illustration of remote electrical stimulation induced by magne-
toelectric Fe3O4@BaTiO3 nanoparticles (FO@BTO). (B) A diagram of the interaction between magnetoelectric nanoparticles and neural cells. NPs: nanoparticles, SCI: 
spinal cord injury, VGCC: voltage-gated calcium channel. Reprinted from Ref. [92] with permission from Wiley. 
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conduction and ensure electrical stimulation for nerve cells. Electrical 
stimuli can guide regenerating axons across the gap to connect the 
proximal and distal stumps of the injured nerve by biological signal 
transduction. For instance, neurons stimulated by an electric field of 50 
mV mm− 1 show greater neurite outgrowth and increased alignment in 
the direction of the electric field as compared to unstimulated neurons or 
cells exposed to a 10 or 100 mV mm− 1 field [20]. The stimulation by the 
electric field of 50 mV mm− 1 in coculture with SCs further boosts the 
neurite outgrowth [20]. A direct electric field can also enhance NSC 
activities [91]. It has been demonstrated that a population of neurons is 
1.6 times larger—with longer neurites (73 vs. 108 μm)—for NSCs 
cultured on a cross-linked conductive PEDOT substrate under electrical 
stimulation [91]. Moreover, peripheral nerve regeneration in extended 
gaps has become possible via incorporation of electrical stimulation [26, 
92]. Zhang et al. [92] have proposed a magnetoelectric 3D matrix for 
remote and wireless electrical stimulation of nerve repair (Fig. 1). They 
prepared magnetoelectric core/shell Fe3O4@BaTiO3 nanoparticles, 
which were subsequently loaded into hyaluronan/collagen hydrogels 

(Fig. 1A). In an external magnetic field, magnetoelectric Fe3O4@BaTiO3 
particles affected electrical potential of the extracellular environment, 
thus providing strong and robust stimuli for PC12 cell growth, Ca2+

influx, and expression of neural-cell proteins (Fig. 1B). 
Conventionally, electrical signals are applied through a conductive 

scaffold and external power in an invasive manner [93]. Electrical 
stimulation generally requires auxiliary devices, such as electrodes, for 
generating electric fields [19,20,94]. Nonetheless, there are several 
drawbacks of this approach, such as i) the need for a complex circuit 
system with an external power source to implement electrical stimula-
tion [20,26], ii) inflammation and gliosis caused by implanted elec-
trodes [27], and finally iii) the necessity of a second surgical procedure 
to remove the electrodes. Moreover, energy storage capacity of batteries 
is limited, which hampers long-term use of such neurostimulators [28]. 
Accordingly, wireless and self-powered devices for nerve defect repair 
are arousing an interest. Unlike conventional electrical treatment, the 
use of piezoelectric polymers can provoke changes in a surface charge 
without external energy sources or electrodes [29–32]. Piezoelectric 

Fig. 2. Cell traction forces can induce the mechanical deformation of piezoelectric polymers and consequently piezoelectric potential. The PVDF nanostripes 
generated a voltage of 3.4 mV (200-nm nanostripes, A) and 2.93 mV (500-nm nanostripes, B) under a force of 10 nN. (C) Schematic of inherent cell forces of live cells 
grown on the piezopolymeric (PVDF) surface with nanoscale stripe arrays. Reprinted from Ref. [67] with permission from Wiley. (D) A fluorescence image of PVDF 
nanofibers (green, FITC) and cells (red, DiD Perchlorate). (E) Migration paths of nine random points of nanofibers within 108 min. Reprinted from Ref. [66] with 
permission from Wiley. Differentiation mechanisms of PC12 cells. 
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polymers can convert a mechanical force into electricity (direct pie-
zoeffect) and vice versa (converse piezoeffect). Structural requirements 
for polymers to manifest piezoelectricity are (1) the presence of per-
manent molecular dipoles, (2) the ability to align or orient molecular 
dipoles, (3) the ability to sustain an alignment once it is achieved, and 
(4) the ability of the material to undergo large strains when mechani-
cally stressed [95]. Piezoelectricity in polymers is the result of the 
reorienting of molecular dipoles within a bulk polymer; this phenome-
non can be implemented through the application of a high electric field 
or stretching (drawing) [36]. 

In some articles, piezoelectric scaffolds have been shown to support 
the adhesion, growth, differentiation, and myelination of SCs as well as 
neurite extension [31,46–48]. Negative and positive surface charges 
generated by piezoelectric substrates have also been found to promote 
metabolic activity and maturation of neurons in primary culture [96]. 
Piezoelectric composite scaffolds promote proliferation and differenti-
ation of PC12 cells [12,97,98]. Moreover, piezoelectric PVDF scaffolds 
may specifically enhance neuron-like differentiation of mesenchymal 
stem cells (MSCs), as indicated by the expression of neural and neuro-
gliocyte makers and Tuj1 as well as by neurite length [66,67,99]. 
Furthermore, ultrasound-mediated piezopolymer/ceramic composite 
films are reported to improve the viability and differentiation of human 
neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells by promoting Ca2+ transients [68]. 
Piezoelectric nanofibers combined with ultrasound vibration enhance 
the expansion of NSCs without any growth factors [90]. As for in vivo 
studies, piezoelectric guidance channels have been successfully used to 
repair transected sciatic nerves in adult mice and rats and significantly 
promoted axonal myelination as well as electrophysiological, morpho-
logical, and functional nerve restoration, comparably to the current gold 
standard [31,69,100]. These effects are attributed to fields or charges 
generated by the piezoelectric conduits [69]. Furthermore, electroactive 
conduits have been shown to support SC survival, regeneration of sen-
sory (CGRP+) and brainstem (DβH+) axons, extension of 
astrocyte/GFAP+ processes, and blood vessel formation after complete 
spinal cord transection [101]. 

Piezoelectric capacity of such materials can be activated by macro- 

scale body movements in vivo [29], changes in posture, or 
interstitial-fluid circulation, which may promote injury healing. In 
addition, the location of a piezoelectric implant in the body can affect 
the biological response owing to the extent of the anatomical deforma-
tion caused by random animal movements [102]. Desired deformations 
can be caused by cell attachment and migration in vitro (the so-called cell 
traction forces, Fig. 2C) [65–67,88] and the general locomotion of a 
tissue because cells have been shown to contract substrates by 1–3 μm 
[65]. Typically, the cell traction force is in the range of 0.1–10.0 nN [66, 
67]. Zhang et al. [67] have simulated the piezoelectric potential 
generated from cell motion on PVDF nanostriped arrays by applying a 
force of 0.1–10.0 nN at the top of the piezoelectric strip. As a result, the 
PVDF nanostripes generated a piezoelectric potential of 34 μV to 3.4 mV 
as cell traction forces increased from 0.1 to 10.0 nN (Fig. 2A and B). Liu 
et al. [66] have directly observed the cell traction–driven deformation of 
piezoelectric nanofibers under a fluorescence microscope. Judging by 
time-lapse confocal imaging, there was obvious cell migration and 
nanofiber displacement, indicating that the PVDF nanofibers were 
deformed by 5–60 μm within 108 min (Fig. 2D and E), thereby gener-
ating piezopotential of approximately 98 μV to 18 mV to stimulate stem 
cells [66]. Although piezoelectric materials activated by cells’ and body 
movements have produced positive outcomes [29,65–67,88,102], 
stimuli controllability of these stimulators is rather poor. Electrical pa-
rameters offered by these self-powered scaffolds, such as current den-
sity, pulse width, stimulation frequency, and operation timeliness, 
cannot be well controlled on demand [28]. To address this limitation, a 
piezoelectric effect can be artificially promoted by alternative tech-
niques such as noninvasive ultrasonication [28,90,99,103] (known for 
its deep tissue penetration and good clinical safety) or magnetic fields 
[92]. A drawback of the ultrasound treatment is strong absorption of 
sound waves by tissues, resulting in tissue heating. In this regard, a 
promising alternative is magnetoelectric materials in which the piezo-
electric response is activated via polarization owing to magnetostriction 
of magnetic particles when exposed to a magnetic field [92,104–106]. 
For instance, PVDF/barium titanate (BaTiO3) composites are becoming 
increasingly attractive in tissue engineering. In a comprehensive study 

Fig. 3. Calcium influx is responsible for neuron regeneration and axonal development. (A) Intracellular calcium staining of rat bone marrow–derived stem cells 
(rBMSCs) on an electroactive scaffold. (B) Transient calcium activity of the cells on the electroactive scaffold. The numbers represent different cells in the field of 
view. (C) The proportion of calcium-active cells in different samples of substrates. (D) Output voltage of the piezoelectric scaffold under external forces of 0.4–1.6 N. 
(E) Output voltage of a bundle of nanofibers under periodical deformation along the z-axis. (F) An intracellular calcium transient caused by piezopotential. Left: Cells 
cultured on tissue culture plastic (TCP); right: cells cultured on the piezoelectric scaffold. Reprinted from Ref. [66] with permission from Wiley. 
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[105], Ag-decorated BaTiO3 nanoparticles were introduced into a PVDF 
scaffold, which promoted cell proliferation and differentiation in vitro 
owing to enhanced electric output. A wireless electrical stimulation 
system was constructed in Ref. [106] by taking advantage of the 
magnetoelectric coupling effect. Specifically, piezoelectric BaTiO3 was 
in situ–grown on magnetostrictive CoFe2O4, forming nanoparticles with 
core–shell structure, which were subsequently incorporated into poly-
mer scaffolds. The in vitro results indicated that the electrical signals 
effectively promoted cell proliferation and differentiation and upregu-
lated some genes’ expression [106]. Nonetheless, applications of 
magnetoelectric materials are limited in the field of nerve reconstruction 
and require further technological advances. 

4. Mechanisms by which piezoelectric materials regulate cell 
behavior 

The mechanism by which piezoelectric scaffolds promote nerve 

tissue regeneration is rather complex and may involve multiple phe-
nomena. The reason behind successful piezoelectric stimulation of nerve 
regeneration is the inherent electric properties of neural cells. The 
membrane of neural cells is negatively charged on the inside and posi-
tively on the outside [2]. Therefore, even in the absence of neural 
transmittance, there exists resting membrane potential on the order of 
− 70 mV. The purpose of the resting potential is the transport of sodium 
and potassium ions through the neural-fiber membrane and potassium 
channels, respectively. Electrical activity is mediated by the action po-
tential, which is a random increase of resting potential in response to 
exterior electrical impulses, followed by rapid depolarization and 
repolarization. Because of these potentials and ion flows, cellular 
behavior can be controlled by electrical stimulation. Proper patterns of 
the stimulation can direct neural cell growth and regeneration [107]. 

Calcium influx is responsible for neuron regeneration and axonal 
development after an injury [92,108]. Alterations of intracellular cal-
cium concentrations trigger downstream effectors that adjust the 

Fig. 4. Effects of piezoelectric stimulation on neural cells. (A) The signaling network in electric-field–stimulated cells. (a) Ion channels NaKA and NHE3. EF: electric 
field. (b) AChR and NMDAR are activated at the cathodal pole; EGFR activates downstream MAPKs and PI3K. (c) PI3K at the leading edge launches other pathways 
via AKT or merges with PLC to stimulate Rho via Ca2+. Cathodal and anodal cell migration are mediated by the catalytic domain of sGC and the N domain of sGC 
along with cAMP, respectively. (d) Other biomolecules involved in the signal transduction during electric-field stimulation, i.e., NADPH and ERK. Reprinted from 
Ref. [109] with permission from Elsevier. (B) Reformation of cytoskeletal filaments and polarization of lipid raft structures. (1) An NMDAR ligand triggers the 
NMDAR–Rac1–actin pathway. (2) EGFR activation, followed by ERK signaling. (3) The MAPK–ERK pathway and ERK phosphorylation via RTKs. (4) Upregulation of 
intracellular Ca2+ from the endoplasmic reticulum; phosphorylation-dependent activation of CREB; binding of phospho-CREB to microRNA and the expression of 
BDNF. Reprinted from Ref. [2] with permission from Elsevier. (C) NGF-induced differentiation via the TrkA–Ras–MEK–ERK pathway. (D) The differentiation pathway 
induced by piezoelectric depolarization of the PC12 cell membrane, i.e., the cAMP-dependent pathway. Reprinted from Ref. [103] with permission from Nature. 
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regeneration. Such ion variation induces bioelectricity generation at the 
cellular level. Transmembrane calcium channel activation and intra-
cellular calcium transients play important roles in the regulation of stem 
cell fate. Liu et al. [66] monitored intracellular Ca2+ concentration over 
time (Fig. 3A and B) when cells were cultured on a piezoelectric scaffold 
and found 46.2 % of the cells showing obvious transient calcium activity 
within 1200 s, and this percentage was 3.82-fold and 8.56-fold higher 
than that on nonpiezoelectric substrates (Fig. 3C). The generated pie-
zopotential (Fig. 3D and E) was able to activate transmembrane calcium 
channels, allowing an influx of extracellular Ca2+ into the cytoplasm 
(Fig. 3F). 

Piezoelectric stimulation polarizes signaling ingredients, thereby 
causing asymmetric initiation of signaling ingredients and of the 
downstream cytoskeleton, and thus guides cell movement in the electric 
field (Fig. 4A) [109]. Cathodal/anodal movements are activated by ion 
channels NaKA and NHE3 (Fig. 4A, a). During electric-field exposure, 
NaKA and NHE3 accumulate at the cathodal/anodal edge of the 
migrating cell. Such activation involving Na+ and Ca2+ influxes creates 
an ion gradient along/against the electric field, thereby causing depo-
larization of the cell and a redistribution of the cytoskeleton. NHE3 in-
duces the cytoskeleton redistribution via a complex with PKC and 
tubulin in an applied electric field. Receptors on the plasma membrane 
implement ion influxes and trigger signaling during electric-field 
exposure, where AChR and NMDAR are activated at the cathodal pole 
of the electric field affecting the Ca2+ influxes and cell depolarization 
(Fig. 4A, b). By contrast, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) that is 
activated by the electric field triggers downstream MAPKs and PI3K. The 
PI3K–AKT signaling pathway (Fig. 4A, c) strongly influences electro-
taxis: PI3K and downstream effectors accumulate at the leading edge of 
an electrotaxing cell and launch other pathways via AKT or merge with 
phospholipase C (PLC) thus stimulating Rho via Ca2+. PTEN is down-
regulated at the cathodal pole and has higher activity at the anodal pole 

(Fig. 4A, c). The catalytic domain of soluble glucocerebrosidase (sGC) 
contributes to cell migration to the cathode side, while the N domain of 
sGC and cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) facilitate the move-
ment toward the anode. An electric field can activate NADPH oxidase, 
promoting phosphorylation of ERK (Fig. 4A, d). 

Furthermore, piezoelectric stimulation causes the reformation of the 
cytoskeletal filaments and polarization of lipid raft structures (Fig. 4B). 
Piezoelectric stimulation alters the N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor 
(NMDAR) ligand gate and triggers NMDAR–Rac1–actin signaling 
cascade (Figs. 4B, 1). Electrical stimulation also triggers EGFR, followed 
by ERK signaling (Figs. 4B, 2). The MAPK–ERK pathway and ERK 
phosphorylation are initiated via tyrosine phosphorylation in receptor 
tyrosine kinases (RTKs) (Figs. 4B, 3). Concentration of intracellular Ca2+

(coming from the endoplasmic reticulum) is increased by PLC activation 
(Fig. 4B, 4). Ca2+ influx through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels or 
expression of transient receptor potential canonical 1 (TRPC1) stimu-
lates the phosphorylation of a transcription factor, e.g., cAMP response 
element-binding protein (CREB). The accumulation of Cav1-dependent 
CREB phosphorylation at Ser133 promotes expression of neuronal 
genes (NeuroD1 and neurogenin 1) and recruits histone acetyltransferase 
CBP. Phospho-CREB can also regulate the expression of microRNAs (via 
a promoter) and BDNF. Upregulation of genes of BDNF and of its re-
ceptor TrkC in motor neurons corresponds to acceleration of axonal 
regeneration [3,110]. Alterations of cytoplasmic Ca2+ levels affect the 
generated ATP, L-glutamic acid, acetylcholine, dopamine, serotonin, and 
GABA concentrations. The electrical stimulation not only affects the 
formation of neuromuscular junctions by altering ion flux across the 
plasma membrane, thereby controlling membrane potential and signal 
transduction pathways [111], but also enhances cell proliferation and 
migration [17]. 

In addition to the electrosensitive nature of neural cells, many 
extracellular and cytoplasmic biopolymers, including ubiquitous 

Fig. 5. (A) NGF-induced differentiation via the TrkA–Ras–MEK–ERK pathway. (B) The differentiation pathway induced by piezoelectric depolarization of the PC12 
cell membrane, i.e., the cAMP-dependent pathway. Reprinted from Ref. [103] with permission from Nature. 
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polypeptides (e.g., collagen and many enzymes) and polynucleotides (e. 
g., RNA and DNA), possess piezoelectric or charge storage capabilities 
[10,69]. These properties play an important part in tissue growth and 
remodeling owing to intersecting electrical, mechanical, and chemical 
activities. It is possible that the primary purpose of the piezoelectricity 
associated with these biopolymers is to alter their conformation or 
orientation through electroconformational coupling mechanisms, and 
thereby to enhance enzyme-driven reactions [112]. It is also possible 
that the piezoelectric capacity of biopolymers is responsible for greater 
synthesis or secretion of ECM molecules [113], which may induce 
neurite outgrowth. Moreover, the growth cone at the leading edge of a 
neurite may serve as an electric-field sensor that transmits growth sig-
nals to the nucleus via secondary-messenger systems [114]. Electro-
activity of piezoelectric polymers may complement the distinct 
electrical environment characteristic of the nervous system. Further-
more, electrical stimulation by polymeric substrates can result in the 
adsorption of positive charges and ECM molecules onto the polymeric 
chains [115]; this phenomenon also boosts neural regeneration. It has 
also been proposed that the piezoelectric effect may (1) facilitate the 
migration, proliferation, and differentiation of SCs; (2) promote the 
secretion of nerve growth factors (NGFs) by SCs; and (3) have a 
chemotactic influence on tubulin and microfilaments in axons [31]. 
Meanwhile, the electric potential generated by piezoelectric scaffolds 
has been found to enhance angiogenesis, which further contributes to 
nerve restoration [31]. 

Recently, a molecular mechanism underlying the promotion of 
neuron-like PC12 cell differentiation by piezoelectric stimulation was 
investigated (Fig. 5) [103]. The well-known differentiation induced by 
NGF (Fig. 5A) occurs as follows: NGF molecules bind to RTKs (TrkA), 
causing intracellular phosphorylation; the activation of Ras or Rap1 
initiates downstream signaling cascade MEK→ERK→Cdk5 promoting 
neuronal differentiation of PC12 cells. On the contrary, the PC12 dif-
ferentiation induced by piezoelectric stimulation (Fig. 5B) implies the 

activation of calcium channels in the cell, thereby causing an increased 
Ca2+ influx. An elevated intracellular Ca2+ concentration activates 
adenylyl cyclase, which promotes the conversion of ATP to cyclic AMP 
(cAMP). Subsequently, cAMP launches the protein kinase A (PKA)-de-
pendent neuronal differentiation pathway. Zhang et al. [99] have 
speculated that the local electrical signals generated by piezoelectric 
membranes may be transmitted to the intracellular environment 
through direct contact between the material and cells. These signals may 
promote the expression of related genes, which in turn should induce 
neural differentiation of stem cells. 

5. Types of piezoelectric polymer materials applied to neural 
tissue engineering 

5.1. Pure PVDF scaffolds 

PVDF is the best-studied piezoelectric polymer and has a piezoelec-
tric coefficient of 20 pC/N [95]. Polar polymers, such as PVDF, are 
ferroelectric and exert a piezoelectric effect after poling treatment [36]. 
Fig. 6A and B presents the process of reorienting of molecular dipoles in 
PVDF. Five crystal phases, namely α, β, γ, δ, and ε, have been identified 
in PVDF, and α- and β-phases are the most commonly utilized [116]. In 
the α-phase, the chains are packed in the unit cell so that the molecular 
dipoles are antiparallel, resulting in nonpolar crystal structures 
(Fig. 6A). The β-phase has the most pronounced piezoelectric properties 
because all the dipoles are parallel and contribute to the largest dipole 
moment per unit cell (Fig. 6B) [117]. 

P(VDF-TrFE) is the best-known and most investigated PVDF copol-
ymer, which is synthesized by polymerization of vinylidene fluoride 
(VDF) and trifluoroethylene (TrFE). The phase configuration and phase 
transformation of P(VDF-TrFE) (Fig. 6C) are very similar to those of 
PVDF (Fig. 6A and B). Unlike PVDF, P(VDF-TrFE) always contains the 
ferroelectric β-phase because the addition of the third fluoride into the 

Fig. 6. Macromolecular structure of PVDF. (A) Structure of randomly oriented PVDF chains constituting the nonpiezoelectric α-phase. (B) PVDF chains’ polarized 
orientation induced by stretching or high-voltage poling resulting in the emergence of the piezoelectric β-phase. (C) Chain confirmation of P(VDF-TrFE). (D) The 
influence of electrospinning parameters, solution, and environment on β-phase formation. MW: molecular weight, RH%: relative humidity. Adapted from Ref. [71] 
with permission from MDPI. 
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Table 2 
A summary of neat PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) scaffolds and conduits for neural tissue engineering.  

Scaffold 
(conduit) 
material 

Scaffold fabrication and characterization Piezoelectric performance Biological model Outcome Ref. 

In vitro 
PVDF, P 

(VDF- 
TrFE) 

Solvent-cast films 2–3 mV at 1200 Hz Nb2a cell 
differentiation 

Enhanced neural differentiation for up to 96 h 
on piezoelectric substrates compared to 
electrically neutral ones 

[122] 

P(VDF-TrFE) Electrospun aligned scaffolds The max and the avg current 
were 1.75 and 0.76 nA, 
respectively 

SCs and fibroblasts Scaffolds of various thicknesses promoted the 
adhesion and alignment of SCs and fibroblasts 

[46] 

P(VDF-TrFE) Electrospun conduits with aligned fibers 
with diameters of 791 ± 19 nm, 
impregnated with a decellularized 
extracellular matrix (dECM). The conduit 
porosity and modulus were 52.5 % ± 1.2 % 
and 57.91 ± 6.12 MPa, respectively 

Current amplitude of ~9 nA 
upon a 0.2 cm deformation 

SCs and fibroblasts Cells got integrated into a 3D scaffold and 
assembled a robust ECM. Cells elongated in 
the direction of the aligned fibers 

[47] 

P(VDF-TrFE) Electrospun scaffolds with aligned 1.5-μm 
fibers 

Not reported SCs The scaffolds supported SC growth, 
myelination, and neurite extension 

[48] 

P(VDF-TrFE) Randomly oriented and aligned annealed 
electrospun scaffolds with average fiber 
diameters of 750 nm to 3.6 μm 

Not reported DRG neurons Elevated adhesion and neurite extension on 
PVDF fibrous scaffolds compared to the cast 
films. The greatest neurite length on micron- 
sized annealed aligned scaffolds in 
comparison with randomly oriented fibrous 
mats 

[65] 

PVDF Electrospun scaffolds with different fiber 
alignments and fiber diameters of ~1.5–2 
μm. The porosity of nonaligned and highly 
aligned scaffolds was 86 % and 46 %, 
respectively 

Not reported Monkey NSCs’ 
growth and 
differentiation 

Nonaligned PVDF scaffold favored both NSC 
maintenance and glial differentiation, 
whereas weakly aligned PVDF was the most 
appropriate for neuronal differentiation. The 
highly aligned fibrous mats sustained 
neuronal differentiation of NSCs, while 
having a negative impact on glial 
differentiation 

[70] 

P(VDF-TrFE) Randomly oriented and aligned electrospun 
scaffolds with average fiber diameters of 
750 nm to 3.3 μm. Annealing improved the 
porosity of the randomly oriented scaffolds 
from 51 % to 74 % 

Piezoelectric properties were 
enhanced after annealing as 
shown by an increase in the 
β-phase content and crystallinity 

Differentiation of 
hNSCs/NPCs 

Annealed and aligned microfibrous scaffolds 
were the most efficient for neural 
differentiation, as evidenced by neurite 
lengths and gene expression levels. These 
scaffolds facilitated the formation of mature 
neural cells exhibiting neuron-like 
characteristics 

[49] 

PVDF The poled β-PVDF membrane with a 
thickness of 25–30 μm. 

d33 = − 30 ± 2 pC/N PC12 cell 
differentiation 

The effect of piezoelectric stimulation on 
neural differentiation was comparable to that 
of neuronal growth factor (NGF) 

[86] 

PVDF Randomly oriented and aligned electrospun 
networks with the average fiber diameter of 
200–300 nm. The β-phase content was 
improved by annealing. Young’s moduli of 
an individual PVDF nanofiber and a-PVDF 
nanofibrous film were 1.12 GPa and 3.4 kPa, 
respectively. Oxygen plasma treatment 
reduced the WCA of the PVDF nanofibers 
from 123–132◦ to 52–72◦

d33 was − 24 pC/N (a-PVDF) and 
− 13 pC/N (r-PVDF). 
Piezopotential was in the range 
from 98 μV to 18 mV 

rBMSCs More cells on a-PVDF than on r-PVDF or TCP 
at days 3 and 5. Annealed aligned fibrous mats 
(a-PVDF) efficiently promoted cellular 
differentiation. 
The neurites’ average length on a-PVDF was 
91 μm, which was much longer than that on 
the r-PVDF scaffold (68 μm) 

[66] 

PVDF Films with distinct stripe arrays were 
replicated from homostructural silicon 
molds. The sizes of the individual stripes 
were 200 and 500 nm. Then, the films were 
thermally annealed. The β-phase proportion 
in the films as determined by FTIR was 
0.47–0.54 

Pr and Ps were 42 and 55.7 mC/ 
m2, respectivelya 

rBMSCs Topography played a crucial role in cell 
adhesion and proliferation rather than in 
piezoelectricity. Meanwhile, piezoelectricity 
rather than the nanotopography of the stripe 
array enhanced neuron-like differentiation 

[67] 

PVDF Solvent-cast films. Surface potentials of 
positively and negatively charged films 
were 6 V and − 4 V, respectively 

d33 of − 24 pC/N Rat neurons in 
primary culture 

Negatively charged PVDF film promoted cell 
metabolism and maturation 1.7 times better 
than electrically neutral PVDF did 

[96] 

In vivo 
P(VDF-TrFE) Heat-melt extrusion followed by high- 

voltage corona poling 
Polarization of 150 pC/cm2 

upon a 0.2 mm deformation 
Rat sciatic nerve 
defect (10 mm) 

A significantly greater number of myelinated 
axons as compared to the unpoled conduit 
group at 4 weeks postimplantation. Nerves 
regenerated successfully throughout only 50 
% of each conduit owing to the lack of 
permeability in the rigid melt-extruded 
conduits 

[69, 
100] 

P(VDF-TrFE) 
filled with 
SCs 

Electrospun conduits with fiber diameters of 
548 ± 139 and 711 ± 222 nm (for aligned 
and randomly aligned conduits, 
respectively) and a porosity of ~87–88 %. 

Not reported Rat spinal cord 
injury 

Both conduits supported (i) SC survival, (ii) 
regeneration of sensory (CGRP+) and 
brainstem (DβH+) axons across the spinal 
cord/conduit interface, (iii) extension of 
astrocyte/GFAP+ processes into the conduit, 
and (iv) blood vessel formation 

[101]  

a Pr is remnant polarization; Ps is saturated polarization. 
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TrFE monomer unit with a large steric hindrance favors the all-trans 
conformation, generating the ferroelectric β-phase regardless of the 
processing method used [118]. Compared to PVDF, P(VDF-TrFE) has 
higher crystallinity and a preferred orientation of good growth crystal-
linity, which improves the electromechanical coupling factor [118]. As a 
consequence, P(VDF-TrFE) possesses piezoelectric coefficient d33 of 38 
pC/N [118], which is one of the highest among polymers. 

PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) can help to regenerate different types of 
tissues, including bone [119], skin, cartilage, and a tendon [95] as well 
as nerves [46–48]. Numerous reports suggest that the copolymer is 
cytocompatible and exerts a positive influence on cell adhesion and 
proliferation [119,120]. Moreover, electrospun P(VDF-TrFE) fibers can 
stimulate the differentiation of cells into a mature phenotype and thus 
promote stem cell–induced tissue repair [121]. Table 2 summarizes 

Fig. 7. Cell traction–actuated electrical stimulation of neural differentiation. (A) Stages of cell adhesion: (i) slippage, wherein cell activity does not cause nanofiber 
deformation; (ii) traction, which involves transmission of the intracellular biophysical signal to the exterior via integrin-mediated force transduction thereby 
deforming the fibrous network. (B) Immunofluorescent staining of neural makers Tuj1 and MAP2 and of neurogliocyte-specific maker GFAP after 7 days of dif-
ferentiation of rBMSCs on PVDF nanofibrous mats. Cell nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue), whereas Tuj1, MAP2, and GFAP are immunostained (green). (C) Sta-
tistical analysis of the percentages of Tuj1-, MAP2-, and GFAP-positive cells. (D) Statistical analysis of neurite length of cells on different scaffold samples after 7 days 
of differentiation. (E–F) Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the cells on a-PVDF (E) or r-PVDF (F) after 7 days of the differentiation. Error 
bars: mean ± SD. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; “NS” denotes no significant difference. Reprinted from Ref. [66] with permission from Wiley. 
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piezoelectric neural tissue engineering scaffolds composed of the PVDF 
polymer or P(VDF-TrFE) copolymers. Lee et al. [65] were the first to 
investigate the compatibility of neural cells with electrospun piezo-
electric scaffolds having different fiber size and orientation. In that 
work, dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons attached to all fibrous scaf-
folds, and the behavior of the DRG was strongly affected by the scaffold 
design and fiber dimensions and orientation. Neurite length was the 
greatest on micron-sized annealed well-aligned P(VDF–TrFE) scaffolds 
in comparison with randomly aligned fibrous mats. Those authors stated 
that cell adhesion to piezoelectric materials might be due to integrin 

binding to ligands adsorbed onto the polarized negatively charged sur-
face. Matrix sensing and deformation by the cells are mediated by focal 
adhesion complexes that integrate the matrix with the actin 
cytoskeleton. 

Biomimetic materials with time-modulated properties (i.e., 4D bio-
mimetic materials) have received growing attention due to their bionic 
nature. 4D biomaterials can be based on piezoelectric polymers and can 
create a dynamic cell microenvironment. For instance, Liu et al. [66] 
have fabricated aligned (a-PVDF) and randomly oriented (r-PVDF) 
electrospun nanofibrous networks and demonstrated a dynamic 

Fig. 8. Nerve regeneration by SC-filled P(VDF-TrFE) conduits after complete spinal cord transection. Numbers of immunostained GFAP+ processes (A) and DβH+

axons (B) at various distances from the rostral interface. Numbers of DβH+ axons in randomly aligned vs. aligned fibrous conduits during a comparison of SC implants 
containing less or more than 200 GFAP+ processes (C). Confocal fluorescence images of GFAP+ processes and GFP-expressing SCs at the rostral interface of randomly 
aligned (D) or aligned (E) fibrous conduits. Confocal fluorescence images of DβH+ axons colocalized with GFP-expressing SCs in randomly aligned (F) or aligned (G) 
fibrous conduits at 0.25 mm caudal to the rostral interface. Scale bars: D–G, 50 μm. Reprinted from Ref. [101] with permission from Wiley. 
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Table 3 
A summary of composite PVDF- and P(VDF-TrFE)-based devices for neural tissue engineering.  

Piezopolymer material Additives Preparation 
technique 

The additives’ roles Piezoelectric 
performance 

Biological 
model 

Key outcomes Ref. 

In vitro 
PVDF MCM41; PAG Incorporation of 

chopped 
electrospun 
nanofibers into 
gellan/PAG 
nanocomposites 

MCM41 (15 wt%) 
enhanced piezoelectric 
properties and Young’s 
modulus of PVDF 
nanofibers. PAG (2 wt%) 
raised scaffold 
conductivity to 12 × 10− 5 

S/cm 

Output voltage 
of 230 mV 

PC12 cells Promoted cell growth with 
physicochemical benefits 
for neural cells 

[97] 

PVDF PCL; gelatin/ 
chitosan 
hydrogels; 
PAG; ZnO 

Co-electrospinning; 
freeze-drying 

ZnO and PAG increased 
conduit piezoelectricity. 
PAG gave high 
conductivity of 8.9 × 10− 5 

S/cm. 
The composite conduit 
could degrade by 5 % after 
21 days in vitro due to the 
presence of PCL, gelatin, 
and chitosan. 
Chitosan/gelatin 
hydrogels turned the 
conduit hydrophilic 

Output voltage 
of 1000 mV 

PC12 cells Elevated cell viability and 
proliferation 

[12] 

PVDF FeOOH 
nanorods 

Hydrothermal 
assembly of FeOOH 
on the surface of 
PVDF electrospun 
nanofibers 

A release of Fe3+ into a 
culture medium 

Piezoelectric 
potential of 2 V 

rBMSC 
differentiation 

Accelerated neural 
differentiation under 
ultrasonication proved by 
upregulated neural- 
cell–specific genes in the 
cells cultured on FeOOH/ 
PVDF compared to cells on 
TCP during the same 
treatment 

[99] 

P(VDF-TrFE) Barium titanate 
nanoparticles 
(BTNPs) 

Cast/annealing BTNPs increased surface 
root mean square (RMS) 
roughness (from 63 to 212 
nm) and the β-phase 
content. Ultimate tensile 
strength and elongation at 
break of P(VDF-TrFE) 
diminished due to the 
defects (i.e., BTNPs) in the 
polymeric matrix 

d31 was 53.5 and 
11.8 p.m./V for P 
(VDF-TrFE)/ 
BTNP and P 
(VDF-TrFE), 
respectively 

SH-SY5Y cell 
differentiation 

Elicited Ca2+ transients 
and enhanced cell 
differentiation and neurite 
elongation upon 
ultrasonic stimulation 

[68] 

P(VDF-TrFE) CoFe2O4 (CFO) Dip-coating 
followed by laser 
ablation 

CFO served as a magnetic 
actuator for maneuvering 

Not reported PC12 cell 
differentiation 

The piezopolymer matrix 
induced neuronal 
differentiation of PC12 
cells, when subjected to 
ultrasonication 

[98] 

In vivo 
PVDF PCL Cast/annealing- 

solvent 
displacement 

Improved mechanical 
properties, 
biocompatibility, and 
biodegradation: PVDF/ 
PCL lost up to 9.1 % of 
mass after 4 months in vivo 

d33 of 13.2 p.m./ 
V 

15-mm rat 
sciatic nerve (at 
4 months) 

PVDF/PCL scaffolds had 
an SFI of − 27.7 %, which 
was significantly higher 
than that of the PCL group 
(− 41.5 %) 

[31] 

PVDF BZT-BCT@PDA Electrospraying BZT-BCT@PDA (50 wt%) 
enhanced piezoelectric 
performance of PVDF 

Output voltage 
of 13.5 V 

Rat sciatic 
nerve 

Direct electrical 
neurostimulation was 
successfully achieved 

[28] 

PVDF/PLCL SF/PEDOT 
cryogel 

Solvent-casting; 
gradient freezing 

High ductility of the 
PVDF/PLCL film with the 
elongation over 350 % due 
to PLCL. High conductivity 
(2.446 × 10− 3 S/cm) of 
the SF/PEDOT cryogel 

Amplitude of 
~500 p.m. with 
bias voltage of 
12 V (d33 was not 
reported) 

SCs; PC12 cells; 
rat sciatic nerve 
(12 weeks) 

Promoted proliferation 
and myelination of SCs 
and neuronal 
differentiation of PC12 
cells. 
Facilitated peripheral 
nerve regeneration and 
functional recovery, 
comparable to those of an 
autograft 

[11] 

SF/poly (vinylidene 
fluoride-co- 
hexafluoropropylene) 
(PVDF-HFP) 

Ti3C2Tx 

(MXene) 
Electrospinning MXene enhanced 

piezoelectric and 
mechanical properties and 
antibacterial activity 

Output voltage 
of up to 100 mV 

SCs; rat sciatic 
nerve injury 

Enhanced axonal 
elongation and 
myelination in vivo under 
ultrasound exposure. 
Recovery of motor and 
sensory function in rats 

[125]  
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mechanical interaction between cells and the network. Two distinct 
stages of cell adhesion were distinguished (Fig. 7A), including (i) slip-
page and (ii) traction. The system generated piezopotential only when 
cell differentiation was needed, without the piezopotential during cell 
spreading and adhesion. In vitro assays of rBMSCs on the PVDF scaffolds 
showed their ability to support cell survival, adhesion, and spreading 
(Fig. 7B). Moreover, there were more cells on a-PVDF than on r-PVDF or 
TCP, and cellular neurites on a-PVDF extended along the fiber direction 

much more than those on the r-PVDF scaffold (Fig. 7D–F). Expression 
levels of both neural and neurogliocyte makers in the cells on piezo-
electric PVDF scaffolds were higher than those on TCP (Fig. 7C). These 
results indicate that piezoelectric PVDF scaffolds may specifically 
enhance neuron-like differentiation of rBMSCs, and a-PVDF is more 
advantageous. 

Seeding of biosynthetic conduits with viable SCs is a well-established 
strategy to improve axonal regeneration after peripheral-nerve or spinal 

Fig. 9. Fabrication of composite PVDF-based conduits. (A) Fabrication of PVDF/PCL NGCs. (i) Casting on a glass mold. (ii) Annealing at 55 ◦C for 12 h (iii) 
Immersing in an ethanol bath. (iv) Drying in vacuum. (v) Rolling around a cylindrical model with a heat sealing process. (vi) Making of microporous structures by 
means of needles. (vii) Implantation of an NGC to close a 15-mm sciatic nerve defect in rats. Reprinted from Ref. [31] with permission from Elsevier. (B) Preparation 
of a piezoelectric conductive core–shell conduit. (i) Electrospinning. (ii) Rolling of the electrospun scaffold. (iii) Crosslinking of the conduit. (iv) Closing the bottom of 
the conduit with aluminum foil and injection of hydrogel into it. (v) Freeze-drying. (vi) Opening the top and bottom of the conduit. Reprinted from Ref. [12] with 
permission from Taylor & Francis. (C) A multichannel electroactive NGC (iii) composed of an SF/PEDOT cryogel scaffold (i) and PVDF/poly (L-lactic acid--
co-caprolactone) [PLCL] film (ii). Reprinted from Ref. [11] with permission from Elsevier. 
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cord injury [123]. SCs are responsible for the supportive environment 
within biosynthetic conduits because they produce ECM molecules, 
integrins, and neurotrophins [124]. Authors of ref. [101] were the first 
to utilize nanofibrous piezoelectric P(VDF-TrFE) conduits filled with SCs 
for spinal cord repair (for 3 weeks). In vivo assays (Fig. 8) suggested that 
both conduits supported (i) SC survival, (ii) regeneration of sensory 
(CGRP+) and brainstem (DβH+) axons across the spinal cord/conduit 
interface, (iii) extension of astrocyte/GFAP+ processes into the conduit, 
and (iv) blood vessel formation. Aligned fibrous conduits contained a 
significantly greater number of GFAP+ processes (Fig. 8A, *P < 0.05) 
and of DβH+ axons (Fig. 8B, *P < 0.05) than did randomly aligned 
fibrous conduits. Notably, SCs and NF+ axons extended along the 
conduit, parallel to the rostral–caudal axis, corresponding to the direc-
tion of the aligned fibers (Fig. 8G). 

The high piezoelectricity, flexibility, and biocompatibility of PVDF 
and P(VDF-TrFE) make them good candidates for use in tissue engi-
neering [12,28,31,33,47,48,97,99,101,103]. As one can see in Table 2, 
PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) scaffolds have shown good potential for pro-
moting the adhesion, survival, proliferation, neural differentiation, and 
other useful characteristics of various cells, including SCs, DRG neurons, 
NSCs, PC12 cells, rBMSCs, and other cell types in vitro. Meanwhile in vivo 
assays of conduits based on these polymers are still addressed in very 

few papers [69,100,101]. Most of the current research is focused on in 
vitro assays with piezoelectric nerve scaffolds, which are only experi-
mental samples rather than ready-for-use medical devices. In the future 
research, attention should be given to the performance of tubular pie-
zopolymer conduits in vivo, especially in long-distance nerve defect 
models over 2 cm. 

A number of techniques have been utilized to obtain PVDF-based 
scaffolds, including solvent casting, heat-melt extrusion, and electro-
spinning. Among these techniques, the electrospinning of aligned 
fibrous scaffolds and NGCs stand out as an ideal approach due to its 
ability to mimic characteristics of the native neural ECM, exceptional 
porosity, facilitated transport of nutrients and oxygen to cells, and the 
ease of functionalization with bioactive molecules and viable cells. By 
contrast, only insufficient nerve regeneration can be achieved by the 
rigid melt-extruded P(VDF-TrFE) conduits due to the lack of perme-
ability [100]. 

There are several drawbacks associated with the use of neat PVDF- 
based conduits in neural tissue engineering, including the lack of 
biodegradability and of biological activity, unacceptable hydrophobic-
ity, and excessive stiffness. PVDF-based composites can make up for the 
shortcomings of the single material and maximize PVDF performance. 
Therefore, composite scaffold materials have become the focus of 

Fig. 10. In vivo evaluation of a piezoelectric conductive SF/PEDOT-PVDF/PLCL conduit. (A) Transverse sections of regenerated nerves. (B) CMAP recordings on the 
injured side of the rats. (C) Photographs of rat footprints after painting with black ink. (D) The SFI at 4, 8, and 12 weeks after the surgical operation (*p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, and ***p < 0.001). (E) Gross images of isolated bilateral gastrocnemius muscles in each group. (F) The gastrocnemius wet weight recovery ratio (injured side/ 
contralateral normal side). Reprinted from Ref. [11] with permission from Elsevier. 
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current tissue engineering research. 

5.1.1. PVDF-based hybrids 
Development of smart composite PVDF- and P(VDF-TrFE)-based 

materials (Table 3) can help to achieve the desired properties required 
for neural tissue engineering scaffolds, e.g., biodegradability, improved 
mechanical characteristics, an enhanced piezoresponse, and conduc-
tivity [11,12,97,99]. Fig. 9 exemplifies the multistage techniques for 
preparation of composite PVDF-based conduits. It has been found that 
the addition of 80 wt% of PCL to PVDF simultaneously improves 
biodegradation, mechanical properties, and biocompatibility of neat 
PVDF [31]. At 4 months after implantation into 15-mm rat sciatic nerve 
defects, the PVDF/PCL conduits (Fig. 9A) had an SFI of − 27.7 %, which 
was significantly higher than that of the PCL group (− 41.5 %). 

Piezoelectric capacity of PVDF-based scaffolds can be improved by 

the addition of nanofillers, such as silica nanoparticles, ZnO, graphene- 
based materials, and piezoceramics [12,28,68,97,125]. The electrical 
stimulation can be further boosted by supplementation with electro-
conductive materials, for example, polyaniline/graphene (PAG) nano-
composites or poly-PEDOT [11,12,97]. Mohseni et al. [97] have 
constructed self-powered conductive scaffolds by chopping electrospun 
PVDF nanofibers doped with mesoporous silica nanoparticles 
(PVDF/MCM41) followed by incorporation into gellan/PAG nano-
composites. The addition of up to 15 wt% of MCM41 resulted in an 
enhanced output voltage of ~230 mV. This phenomenon was ascribed to 
a sufficient effective interaction between PVDF CH2 groups and MCM41 
nanoparticles; this interaction possibly increased charge voids and 
electrical dipoles as compared to neat PVDF. Meanwhile, incorporation 
of up to 2 wt% of PAG led to higher scaffolds’ conductivity, up to 12 ×
10− 5 S/cm. Finally, the scaffolds promoted PC12 cell growth, with 

Fig. 11. Ultrasound-driven electrical stimulation of rBMSCs’ neural differentiation on a piezoelectric nanofibrous hybrid membrane. (A) SEM images of pure PVDF 
(i) and FeOOH/PVDF (ii) membranes. Transmission electron microscopy (iii) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (iv) images of FeOOH nanorods. 
(B) rBMSC morphology on different substrate samples after 21 days of culturing with or without ultrasonication: (i) TCP, 0 W. (ii) PVDF, 0 W. (iii) FeOOH/PVDF, 0 
W. (iv) TCP, 400 W. (v) PVDF, 400 W. (vi) FeOOH/PVDF, 400 W. F-actin was stained red by rhodamine phalloidin, and cell nuclei were stained blue by DAPI. (C) 
Neural differentiation of rBMSCs cultured on different substrate samples with or without ultrasonication. Quantitative-PCR analysis of the expression of neural- 
cell–specific genes: (i) nestin, (ii) Tuj1, and (iii) MAP2 in the cells cultured on the different substrate samples at 7, 14, and 21 days. All data represent means ± SD (n 
= 3). *0.01 < p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. Reprinted from Ref. [99] with permission from Elsevier. 
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physicochemical parameters acceptable for neural cells [97]. 
Javidi et al. [12] have designed a core–shell conduit with conduc-

tive, antibacterial, and highly piezoelectric properties by a multistep 
process (Fig. 9B). First, shell structure was fabricated by the rolling of 
coelectrospun mats of PCL/PVDF and gelatin impregnated with PAG 
nanocomposites (Fig. 9B, i, ii). Then, the fabricated conduits were filled 
with gelatin/chitosan hydrogels containing PAG and ZnO nanoparticles 
(Fig. 9B, iv). Output voltage was enhanced up to approximately 1000 mV 
due to a synergistic effect of ZnO and PAG. Moreover, the addition of 
PAG to the conduit increased the conductivity from virtually an in-
sulator’s conductivity to 8.9 × 10− 5 S/cm. The co-spun PCL/PVDF/ge-
latin shell impregnated with 2 wt% of PAG promoted proliferation of 
PC12 cells. Filling the conduit with hydrogels containing PAG and ZnO 
further boosted cell viability and proliferation, and this effect was 
attributed to the hydrophilic nature of chitosan/gelatin hydrogels. 

To enhance polymer/filler interface bonding for efficient improve-
ment of piezoelectric properties, surface modification can be carried out, 
for example, by in situ dopamine polymerization [28,126]. Chen et al. 
[28] have devised ultrasound-driven piezoelectric thin-film nano-
generators by electrospraying PVDF with polydopamine (PDA)-coated 
0.5Ba(Zr0⋅2Ti0.8)O3-0.5(Ba0⋅7Ca0.3)TiO3 (BZT-BCT@PDA) nanowires. 
Incorporation of up to 50 wt% of BZT-BCT@PDA into the PVDF thin 
films enhanced their output voltage from 2.5 to 13.5 V. Remnant po-
larization and the d33 coefficient of the composite thin films also went up 
as the mass proportion of BZT-BCT@PDA nanowires increased. Direct 
electrical neurostimulation was successfully achieved in a rat model of 
sciatic nerve injury [28]. 

As stated above, besides sufficient piezoelectric capacity, an NGC 
should be able to maintain electrical-signal conduction. Ma et al. [11] 
have fabricated a conductive NGC by PEDOT in situ polymerization on a 
porous SF cryogel (Fig. 9C, i). Then, a piezoelectric biodegradable 
PVDF/PLCL film was cast (Fig. 9C, ii) and wrapped in the outer layer of 
the SF/PEDOT cryogel (Fig. 9C, iii). In vivo results (Fig. 10) showed that 
the electroactive NGC significantly promotes peripheral nerve regener-
ation and functional recovery after 12 weeks in the rat model of sciatic 
nerve injury, by achieving the repair effect of autografts through syn-
ergistic effects of piezoelectric and conductive properties of the NGC. 

Ferrous particles are promising fillers for nerve scaffolds because 
iron ions have been found to positively affect neural differentiation [99, 
127,128]. Zhang et al. [99] have constructed FeOOH/PVDF nanofibrous 
hybrid membranes by hydrothermal assembly of a layer of FeOOH 
nanorods on PVDF membranes (Fig. 11A) to investigate the synergetic 
effect of piezoelectricity and an iron ion release on neural differentiation 
of stem cells. During ultrasonication, piezoelectric potential and the 
electrically driven iron ion (Fe3+) release could not only modulate 
rBMSC attachment, spreading, proliferation, and migration (Fig. 11B) 
but also accelerated the neural differentiation of rBMSCs (Fig. 11C). 
Gene and protein expression assays suggested that typical neu-
ral-cell–specific genes (nestin, Tuj1, and MAP2) of the cells cultured on 

FeOOH/PVDF membranes were significantly upregulated (89-, 128-, 
and 220-fold, respectively) after ultrasonication as compared to cells on 
TCP during the same treatment (Fig. 11C). 

Table 3 indicates that hybrid PVDF-based NGCs have achieved good 
results in practical applications owing to the complementary charac-
teristics of each individual material. Composites made of multiple 
polymers can make up for the shortcomings of a single polymer and 
combine their advantages to improve overall performance. For instance, 
introduction of biodegradable polymers, including PCL, gelatin, or chi-
tosan, not only enables the resorption of PVDF-based composite scaf-
folds under physiological conditions but also can improve the 
hydrophilicity, biocompatibility, and mechanical characteristics of 
these materials [11,12,31]. Nevertheless, nonpiezoelectric polymers can 
obviously reduce the piezoelectricity of the composite scaffold to some 
extent [31]; hence it is important to optimize the composition to strike a 
balance between required degradability and sufficient piezoelectric ca-
pacity. In this regard, the addition of nanofillers, such as silica nano-
particles, ZnO, graphene-based materials, and piezoceramics, can 
greatly influence piezoelectric performance of PVDF-based nerve scaf-
folds [12,28,68,97] and thereby improve their nerve regeneration 
abilities. Finally, magnetic particles have been incorporated into 
piezoelectric devices to ensure their mobility [98,129]. 

5.2. PLLA-based scaffolds 

In vivo applications of common biocompatible piezoelectric PVDF 
and P(VDF-TrFE) materials necessitate an invasive surgical procedure 
for removal of the implant. In this regard, PLLA is a promising candidate 
for tissue engineering scaffolds owing to its biodegradability [88]. PLLA 
is a biodegradable biocompatible polymer with a high shear piezoelec-
tric coefficient (d14) of approximately − 10 pC/N [10]. PLLA is degraded 
by hydrolytic degradation, and a byproduct (PLA) is nontoxic and 
water-soluble. Fig. 12 (left) presents PLLA in the thermodynamically 
stable α-crystalline phase, where C=O dipoles are helically oriented 
along the main backbone chain [130,131]. To induce piezoelectricity, 
the chains must be thermally stretched to transform the α-phase into 
β-phase, which represents a change from randomly oriented molecular 
chains to molecular chains aligned along the stretch direction [131]. The 
electrospinning process can also align the C=O bonds to create piezo-
electric PLLA as shown in Fig. 12 (right). 

Just as other synthetic polyesters, PLLA has a hydrophobic nature, 
which may negatively affect cellular adhesion [88,90], and surface 
modification is a promising solution. To address the hydrophobicity, Xia 
et al. [88] have performed a robust modification of PLLA nanofibers by 
electrostatic interaction with dopamine and its in situ polymerization 
(Fig. 13). PDA modulation was achieved with the help of ultrasound, 
which was employed to activate a piezoelectric nanofiber to create 
surface charges (Fig. 13A). The WCA of the PDA-modified PLLA scaf-
folds shifted from 117◦ to 0◦ (Fig. 13B, i, ii), giving surface wettability 

Fig. 12. Molecular structure of a PLLA chain with orientation of C=O dipoles in all directions or preferential orientation of the C=O dipoles after electrospinning. 
Adapted from Ref. [36] with permission from Wiley. 
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satisfactory for cell adhesion. Moreover, the attached PDA particles 
enhanced surface roughness, offering more cell adhesion sites. Seeding 
of NSCs on the piezoelectric PLLA-PDA scaffolds showed significant cell 
proliferation and differentiation into nerve cells on day 7 without 
exogenous growth factors (Fig. 13D). 

Graphene-based materials have emerged as ideal electroactive fillers 
for nerve scaffolds with high electrical conductivity and low cytotoxicity 
[8,29,132]. Yang et al. [29] have fabricated a self-powered electro-
conductive NGC by incorporation of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) into 

GelMA with subsequent embedding of the CNTs@GelMA composite 
hydrogel into an aligned electrospun PLLA piezoelectric conduit 
(Fig. 14A). Weak electricity (on the PLLA nanofibers’ surface) generated 
by body movements was transferred to nerve fibers and SCs through the 
conductive CNTs@GelMA hydrogel, which could change cell membrane 
potential and increase cell excitability. The scaffold was applied to a 
10-mm rat sciatic nerve defect for 12 weeks, which significantly facili-
tated peripheral nerve regeneration and enhanced motor functional 
recovery as evidenced by the improved SFI, CMAP, and muscle weights 

Fig. 13. Electrostimulation of stem cell differentiation on hydrophilic PLLA nanofibrous scaffolds. (A) PDA modification of PLLA nanofibers under ultrasonication 
and application of this modification for NSC differentiation and expansion. (i) Piezoelectric charges inducing dopamine in situ polymerization on a PLLA nanofiber. 
(ii) The PDA-modulated scaffold provides favorable adhesion conditions and transmits electrical cues and oriented topography signals. (iii) Proposed interaction 
between PDA and PLLA fibers. (B) SEM images of (i) fibrous PLLA, (ii) fibrous PLLA with PDA modified via ultrasonication, and (iii) fibrous PLLA with PDA modified 
via dipping. The inset refers to the corresponding contact angle. (C) Electric potential and stress of oriented piezoelectric nanofibers under the influence of cell 
movement. (D) Quantitative-PCR analysis of the expression of neural-cell–specific genes: (i) oligodendroglia-related genes (NG2 and Olig2), (ii) an astrocyte-related 
gene (GFAP), and (iii) neuron-related genes (Tuj1 and NeuN). Asterisks denote statistically significant differences: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. Reprinted 
from Ref. [88] with permission from Elsevier. 
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(Fig. 14B–E). 
Magnetic nanofillers are often introduced into scaffolds to actuate 

their mobility [98,129] for high-precision minimally invasive therapies. 
Magnetic scaffolds can be manipulated with a magnetic field in situ to 
provide directional guidance to neurons. Magnetic materials can also 
transport cells to target areas, and this property is crucial for targeted 
cell therapy of neural diseases. Chen et al. [98] have developed multi-
functional soft microrobots of helical bodies consisting of a PLLA 
piezoelectric matrix impregnated with CFO magnetic nanoparticles 

(Fig. 15A, i–ii). With the application of a rotating magnetic field, the 
microrobots could swim in a corkscrew fashion in different body fluids. 
When subjected to ultrasound waves, the piezopolymer matrix could 
electrically polarize and thereby induce the differentiation of PC12 cells 
loaded on the swimmers’ surface (Fig. 15A, iii). In turn, Johnson et al. 
[129] have electrospun aligned superparamagnetic iron oxide nano-
particle (SPION)-loaded PLLA microfibers (Fig. 15B, i, ii), which were 
injected into collagen or fibrinogen hydrogels (Fig. 15B, iii) and repo-
sitioned using an external magnetic field (Fig. 15B, iv) to implement 

Fig. 14. An electroconductive composite scaffold promotes peripheral nerve regeneration. (A) Schematic illustration of the manufacturing process and biomimetic 
application of a wirelessly self-powered electroconductive CNTs@GelMA/PLLA device. Functional recovery of transected sciatic nerves. (B) Latency and amplitude of 
CMAP in control, GelMA/PLLA, CNTs@GelMA/PLLA, and autograft groups at 12 weeks postoperation. (C) Footprint images of control, GelMA/PLLA, CNTs@GelMA/ 
PLLA, and autograft groups at 12 weeks. (D) The SFI in different groups at 12 weeks. (E) Weight percentages of muscle fiber areas in four groups. All statistical data 
are presented as mean ± SD (n = 3); *p < 0.05 for a comparison with the control group; **p < 0.01 for a comparison with the control group; ##p < 0.01 for a 
comparison with the GelMA/PLLA group; &p < 0.05 for a comparison with the CNTs@GelMA/PLLA group; &&p < 0.01 for a comparison with the CNTs@GelMA/ 
PLLA group; $p < 0.05 for a comparison with the autograft group; $$p < 0.01 for a comparison with the autograft group. Reprinted from Ref. [29] with permission 
from Elsevier. 
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minimally invasive delivery of topographical guidance cues to DRG 
neurons (Fig. 15B, v). As a result, neurites growing from DRG explants 
extended 1.4 to 3 times farther on the aligned PLLA fibers as compared 
with the pristine hydrogel. In addition, magnetic scaffolds can apply 
tension to organelles and to the plasma membrane, thus stimulating 
tissue regeneration in an external magnetic field. For instance, culturing 
of DRG cells on SPION-grafted aligned PLLA fibers in an alternating 
magnetic field induces a 30 % increase in neurite length and a 62 % 
increase in neurite area as compared to DRG cells cultured on PLLA fi-
bers with untethered SPIONs added to the culture medium [133]. 

Overall, PLLA has been shown to be a promising material for fabri-
cation of both neat and composite nerve grafts (Table 4) owing to its 

biocompatibility, biodegradability, sufficient piezoelectricity, spinn-
ability, and ease of hydrophilizing. Concerning the latter, modification 
of PLLA scaffolds with PDA [88] results in the superhydrophilicity of the 
modified PLLA, which is undesirable for efficient cell attachment [87]. 
Moreover, the degradation rate of the modified scaffolds can accelerate 
due to the increased hydrophilicity, which can actuate premature 
impairment of the scaffolds’ mechanical and piezoelectric performance. 
Accordingly, it is worthwhile to find a golden mean between scaffolds’ 
moderate hydrophilicity and prolonged integrity and electroactivity. 
Moreover, it is well known that PLLA piezoelectric capacity is poorer 
than that of PVDF or P(VDF-TrFE). In this regard, PLLA electroactivity 
can be enhanced by nanofillers [126], and one should take into account 

Fig. 15. Magnetic devices for nerve regeneration applications. (A): (i) Fabrication of piezoelectric magnetic microswimmers from PLLA/CFO. (ii) Optical (left) and 
SEM (right) images of helical microswimmers. (iii) Ultrasonic stimulation of the piezoelectric microswimmers induces neuronal differentiation of PC12 cells. 
Reprinted from Ref. [98] with permission from RSC. (B) Preparation of a PLLA/SPION composite scaffold. (i) Electrospinning of a PLLA/SPION aligned-fiber mat. (ii) 
Cutting the mat and rolling it into a small conduit that fits through the inner bore of the needle. (iii) Injection of the conduits and the hydrogel into a chamber. (iv) 
Orienting of the fibers within the hydrogel through the use of a magnetic field in situ. (v) Guiding of neurites extending from the DRG in a hydrogel injected with 
PLLA/SPION conduits. Reprinted from Ref. [133] with permission from Elsevier. 
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the degree of dispersion and interaction between the nanofiller and the 
polymer matrix. Another interesting alternative is composite scaffolds 
containing an electroconductive polymer, e.g., polyaniline or PEDOT, 
aside from a piezoelectric polymer. It has been demonstrated that the 
addition of an electroconductive phase to piezoelectric materials in-
creases piezoelectricity [11,12,97,105]. 

In a rat model of sciatic nerve injury, an enhanced motor functional 
recovery of peripheral nerves has been achieved by various PLLA-based 
conduits with an SFI of approximately − 40 (12 weeks postoperation) 
similar to that of the autograft [29,126]. Nonetheless, scientists believe 
that rodents are a poor model for the repair of human peripheral nerve 
defects because of differences from humans in the regeneration profile 
and neurobiology. Thus, more research is still necessary to design an 
optimized scaffold with high efficiency in clinical models, especially in 
the case of neural injuries with a gap size more than 30 mm. 

5.3. PHA-based scaffolds 

PHAs are promising materials for tissue engineering owing to their 
natural origin, a slow resorption rate with nontoxic byproducts [45, 
134–137], and mechanical stability [45,52,54,138]. Additionally, PHAs 
are known to possess neuroregenerative properties [52]. The relatively 
slow degradation rate of PHAs, as compared to commonly used PLLA, 
PGA polymers, or PLGA copolymers, is highly consistent with the slow 
regeneration of a nerve tissue [5,53,137]. Table 5 summarizes recent 
advances in PHA-based materials for neural tissue engineering. PHB is 
the most commercially available, well-studied, and commonly used 
member of the PHA family, widespread among prokaryotic cells (in the 
cytoplasm), especially bacteria. It has relatively low piezoelectric coef-
ficient d14 of 1.3–2.0 pC/N [10,35]. Similarly to PLLA, the piezoelec-
tricity of PHB is related to the presence of polar carbonyl groups in its 
multilamellar crystalline structure [34]. Unfortunately, PHB is intrinsi-
cally brittle and possesses mechanical properties inadequate for the 

Table 4 
A summary of PLLA-based devices for neural tissue engineering.  

Scaffold (conduit) 
composition 

Scaffold fabrication and characterization Piezoelectric performance Biological model Key outcomes Ref. 

In vitro 
PLLA Electrospinning of aligned fibers with 

diameters from 30 to 500 nm; annealing 
Effects of the fiber 
diameter and heat 
treatment temperature 
were demonstrated 

human NSC 
differentiation 

PLLA nanofibers enhanced neurogenesis by 
orthogonal piezoelectricity 

[30] 

PLLA Electrospinning of PLLA fibers with a 
diameter of 500–700 nm. The scaffolds’ 
WCAs before and after plasma treatment 
were 110.65◦ and 46.25◦, respectively 

A local effective 
piezoelectric signal was 
4.2 mV. 
Output voltage was 0.5 V 
under 300 W 
ultrasonication 

NSC proliferation PLLA under ultrasound vibrations enhanced 
expansion of NSCs without growth factors. 
A stimulatory effect of PLLA on NSCs’ 
proliferation rather than on neural 
differentiation was shown 

[90] 

PLLA Electrospinning of aligned fibers with a 
diameter of 2 μm 

Not reported DRG neurons The combination of topographical and 
electrical cues resulted in a 126 % increase 
in neurite outgrowth relative to 
unstimulated film controls 

[94] 

PLLA-PDA In situ polymerization of dopamine on PLLA 
electrospun nanofibers. 
Modification with PDA changed the scaffold 
WCA from 117◦ to 0◦. PDA particles 
increased surface roughness from 5 to 30 nm. 
A PLLA-PDA scaffold showed an accelerated 
biodegradation rate as compared to pure 
PLLA 

1.76 mV (upon a 
deformation of 96 nm) 

NSC differentiation Cells expanded and differentiated into nerve 
cells on day 7 without exogenous growth 
factors. The topography of oriented 
nanofibers induced directional growth of the 
cells along aligned nanofibers 

[88] 

PLLA-SPIONs (up 
to 8 wt%) 

Electrospinning of aligned fibers with a 
diameter of ~2 μm. The magnetization of the 
fibers was up to 4 emu/g. The fibers were 
injected into a collagen hydrogel and 
oriented in an external magnetic field 

Not reported DRG explants SPIONs increased neurite outgrowth by 30 
%. Neurites extended up to 3 times farther 
on the aligned PLLA fibers as compared with 
the pristine hydrogel 

[129] 

PLLA-SPIONs Electrospinning of aligned fibers with a 
diameter of 2.2 ± 0.3 μm followed by SPION 
grafting onto the fibers’ surface. The WCA of 
the scaffold was 123.8 ± 8.5◦. The average 
grafting density was 39 ± 18 SPIONs/μm2 

Not reported DRG explants The alternating magnetic field increased 
neurite length by 40 % on control fibers as 
compared to a static magnetic field. 
Stimulation with an alternating magnetic 
field yielded a 30 % increase in neurite 
length and a 62 % enlargement of neurite 
area on SPION-grafted fibers compared to a 
DRG cultured on PLLA fibers with 
untethered SPIONs added to the culture 
medium 

[133] 

In vivo 
CNTs@GelMA/ 

PLLA 
The CNTs@GelMA composite hydrogel was 
embedded into an aligned electrospun 
nanofibrous PLLA conduit. The double-layer 
NGC had a mechanical strength of 10 kPa 

Surface potential of the 
PLLA film was 7.3 mV. 
Output voltage of 
CNTs@GelMA/PLLA was 
5.96 V 

SCs; DRGs; 10-mm 
rat sciatic nerve 
defect (12 weeks) 

Improved adhesion and elongation of SCs; 
promoted axonal outgrowth and elevated 
the neurite number in DRGs. Facilitated 
peripheral nerve regeneration: an enhanced 
motor functional recovery as revealed by the 
improved SFI (− 39.6 ± 3.8) and muscle 
weights 

[29] 

PLLA/PHBV/ 
KNN (50 wt%) 

Potassium sodium niobate (KNN) nanowires 
with diameters of 300 nm were synthesized 
by a solid-state reaction. A PHBV/PLLA/KNN 
thin film was prepared by spin coating. 
Young’s modulus of the PHBV/PLLA/KNN 
film was 44 N/mm2 

Output voltage and the 
output current were 6 V 
and 0.6 μA, respectively 

Rat sciatic nerve 
injury (12 weeks) 

Enhanced nerve regeneration proven by a 
function recovery analysis, histological 
assessment, and microstructure analysis. 
The SFI was − 41.2 (similar to that of the 
autograft) 

[126]  
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Table 5 
A summary of PHA-based scaffolds and conduits for neural tissue engineering.  

Scaffold (conduit) 
composition 

Fabrication technique Scaffold (conduit) characterization Biological model Key outcomes Ref. 

In vitro 
PHB vs. PHBV Electrospinning vs. solvent- 

casting 
Diameters of the PHB and PHBV fibers 
were 3.7 ± 1.7 and 2.3 ± 2.1 μm, 
respectively. PHBV fiber mats were more 
flexible than their PHB counterparts. 
Mechanical integrity of the cast films was 
much better than that of the fiber mats 

SCs Both types of materials were biocompatible; 
SCs proliferated on the smooth cast films 
better than on the rough fibrous scaffolds 

[50] 

PHB/PCL or P 
(3HB-co-4HB) 
shell; PHB core 

Microextrusion and leaching 
(shell); melt spinning (core) 

Shell thickness was 250–500 μm. The core 
fiber diameter was 20 μm. Optimal shell 
porosity and pore size were 55 % and 0.5 
μm, respectively. Permeability of the shell 
for large molecules was demonstrated 

DRG; sympathetic 
cervical ganglia 
(SCGs) 

The NGCs supported neuron survival and 
neurite outgrowth. Introduction of fibrillar 
lumen fillers promoted oriented neurite 
growth, whereas coating with ECM proteins 
further increased ganglia attachment and 
cell migration 

[5] 

PHB/PHO at 25:75 Electrospinning Aligned fibers of various diameters: 2.4 ±
0.3, 3.7 ± 0.3, and 13.5 ± 2.3 μm 

NG108-15 
neuronal cells 

Facilitated cell growth, proliferation, and 
differentiation. The scaffold with a large 
fiber diameter (13.50 ± 2.33 μm) was the 
best for neurite outgrowth and 
differentiation 

[52] 

PHB/CTS 15 to 20 
wt% 

Electrospinning Average fiber diameters in aligned 
scaffolds were 740–870 nm, i.e., less than 
those in randomly aligned fibrous mats. 
The addition of CTS (20 wt%) decreased 
WCAs from 111◦ to 33◦ for the aligned 
scaffolds. Tensile strength rose from 6.41 
MPa in randomly aligned PHB/CTS 85:15 
fibrous scaffolds to 8.73 MPa in the aligned 
ones. PHB/CTS lost 25 %–35 % of mass 
after 8-week degradation in vitro 

B65 cells Improved cell proliferation; bipolar neurite 
extensions and cell orientation in the 
direction of the fiber alignment 

[45, 
51] 

PHB/PHBV/ 
collagen at 
45:45:10 

Electrospinning Fiber diameter in aligned scaffolds was 963 
± 117 nm. The WCA of the PHB/PHBV/ 
collagen scaffold was 95◦ ± 9◦

SCs Improved adhesion, proliferation, and 
differentiation of SCs upon the collagen 
supplementation. Bipolar morphology of 
cells orienting along the fiber direction 

[44] 

Peptide-modified 
PHB/PHBV at 
50:50 

Electrospinning Aligned fibers of 925 ± 156 nm. The WCA 
declined from 107.4◦ ± 5.0◦ for the 
untreated PHB/PHBV scaffold to 0◦ for the 
peptide-modified mat 

SCs A higher degree of spreading, metabolism, 
and proliferation of SCs on the 
functionalized scaffolds 

[57] 

PHBV/collagen at 
50:50 

Electrospinning Aligned fibers of 229 ± 65 nm. Tensile 
strength, elongation, and Young’s modulus 
of the aligned PHBV/collagen 50:50 
scaffold were 6.3 ± 0.4 MPa, 13 % ± 3 %, 
and 193 ± 3 MPa, respectively 

PC12 cells 40 % enhanced cell proliferation and 
facilitated differentiation due to the collagen 
addition 

[55] 

Collagen-cross- 
linked PHB 

Electrospinning Fiber diameters of 600 and 900 nm and 
WCAs of 135◦ and 52◦ were attained in the 
unmodified and collagen-cross-linked 
mats, respectively 

SCs Enhanced cell adhesion [89] 

In vivo 
PHBV/PLLA/ 

KNN@PDA 
nanowires 

Spin coating The KNN distribution in the PHBV/PLLA 
matrix improved due to the PDA 
modification. Remnant polarization and 
Young’s modulus of the PHBV/PLLA/ 
KNN@PDA (50 %) film were 70 kV mm− 1 

and 44 N/mm2, respectively 

Rat sciatic nerve 
defect (12 weeks) 

Significantly promoted controllable nerve 
repair 

[126] 

PHBHHx, 
PHBVHHx, or 
PLLA coated with 
fusion proteins 

Solvent-casting Interconnected porous structures with a 
grainy surface. The WCA of the PHBVHHx 
film decreased from ~100◦ to ~75◦ after 
coating with proteins 

Rat NSCs PHBVHHx coated with PhaP–Ile-Lys-Val-ala- 
Val (IKVAV) yielded the highest cell 
adhesion and proliferation, while the PLLA/ 
PhaP–IKVAV film gave better neural 
differentiation and neurite outgrowth 

[54] 

PHBHHx Particle leaching Maximal stress was 2.3 and 0.94 MPa for 
the conduits with nonuniform and uniform 
porosity, respectively. PHBHHx lost 20–24 
% of mass after 3 months in vivo 

10-mm rat sciatic 
nerve defect (1 
month) 

Rapid functional recovery of nerves, as 
evidenced by CMAPs in PHBHHx conduits 

[53] 

PHB modified with 
ECM molecules 
and SCs 

Not described Unidirectional fiber orientation Rat cervical 
spinal cord injury 

Facilitated attachment and proliferation of 
SCs; improved cell survival after the addition 
ECM molecules (i.e., fibronectin, laminin, 
and collagen); marked axonal regeneration 
within the graft 

[123] 

ASC-filled PHBV Electrospinning Aligned fibers of 635 nm 10-mm rat sciatic 
nerve defect (10 
weeks) 

Improved ASCs’ adhesion, survival, and 
proliferation on aligned fibrous mats 
compared with randomly oriented ones. 
Better nerve regeneration, neurogenesis, and 
motor function recovery, with an SFI of 
− 34.7 ± 1.2 

[56] 

(continued on next page) 
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requirements of NGC construction [44,50]. To overcome the brittleness, 
PHB is frequently blended with other polymers (e.g., PCL, PLLA, chito-
san, or other PHAs) [5,45,51,52,126], or copolymers are used instead, 
such as P (3HB-co-4HB) [5], PHBHHx [53,54], or PHBV [44,50,55–57]. 
Hinüber et al. [5] have compared a PHB/PCL blend and the P 
(3HB-co-4HB) copolymer for possible application to neural tissue engi-
neering and found that the introduction of PCL improves bending and 
tensile properties of PHB. As a result, PHB/PCL proved to be stabler than 
P (3HB-co-4HB) and therefore more suitable for long-term regenerative 
applications [5]. These conduits successfully supported neuron survival 
and neurite outgrowth in an in vitro model of axonal regeneration 
involving DRG and sympathetic cervical ganglia [5]. A PHBHHx 
copolymer has also been investigated for possible application to the 
repair of damaged nerves [53,54]. PHBHHx conduits caused rapid 
functional recovery of rat sciatic nerve defects at 1 month post-
implantation as well as manifested an ability to prevent connective tis-
sues from ingrowth penetration [53]. 

The widely used PHBV copolymer possesses properties similar to 
PHB’s but has higher flexibility [44,50]. Blending of PHB with PHBV is 
reported to improve both tensile strength and elongation at break of 
PHB/PHBV scaffolds compared to neat PHB [44]. PHBV has piezoelec-
tric coefficient d14 of 1.3 pC/N [95] and therefore can be utilized in 
electroactive devices for nerve regeneration. In this regard, Wu et al. 
[126] have introduced a nanogenerator for PNI repair based on (1) 
biodegradable piezoelectric materials: PHBV, PLLA, and KNN nano-
wires; (2) biodegradable encapsulation layers of PLA; and (3) biode-
gradable magnesium electrodes and molybdenum wires (Fig. 16a). The 
PHBV/PLLA/KNN composite films showed excellent piezoelectric 
properties with d33 values significantly higher than d33 of a PVDF con-
trol film. To excite the piezoelectric PHBV/PLLA/KNN nanogenerators, 
ultrasound was chosen as an exterior wireless energy source (Fig. 16b). 
The implantable PHBV/PLLA/KNN piezoelectric nanogenerator could 
deliver in vivo electrical stimuli to the biodegradable conductive nerve 
conduits without any transcutaneous leads. The electrical output was 
adjusted by programmable ultrasound pulses with different input power 
intensity and waveforms. The results of a neurologic function recovery 
assay, histological assessment, and microstructural analysis confirmed 
good enhancement of nerve regeneration by the ultrasound-driven 
nanogenerator in a sciatic nerve injury model. 

The hydrophobicity of PHAs is a shortcoming limiting their 
biomedical applications; hence, it is not desirable to use them alone for 
the fabrication of tissue engineering scaffolds. Alloying of PHB with 

natural polymers has emerged as an efficient way to render PHB hy-
drophilic [44,45,51,55]. For example, the addition of chitosan (20 wt%) 
decreases WCAs of aligned PHB/chitosan scaffolds from 125◦ to 43◦ and 
causes a noticeable enhancement of the porosity of the fibrous scaffolds 
[45,51]. Inherent physicochemical properties of chitosan such as 
biocompatibility and biodegradability, good cell adhesion, hydrophi-
licity, and nontoxicity have prompted its use in neural tissue engineering 
[16,45,51]. 

PHAs are also often blended with collagen [44,55,89]. The latter is 
the major component of the native ECM and induces only a weak im-
mune response. Furthermore, collagen is a natural piezoelectric material 
with a piezoelectric coefficient in the range 0.2–2.0 pC/N [41]. A pos-
itive effect of collagen on biological performance of PHA electrospun 
scaffolds has been reported [44,55,89]. 

The surface of PHA-based scaffolds can be modified with various 
biomolecules, such as peptides, proteins, or growth factors, to enhance 
both their hydrophilicity and bioactivity. For instance, higher degrees of 
spreading, metabolic activity, and proliferation of SCs are seen when 
PHB/PHBV nanofibers are functionalized with synthetic peptides as 
compared to an unmodified scaffold [57]. Similarly, the introduction of 
ECM molecules (e.g., fibronectin, laminin, and collagen) into the surface 
of PHB-based conduits may significantly improve SC survival and pro-
liferation [123,143]. In turn, coating of PHBHHx and poly (3-hydrox-
ybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate-co-3-hydroxyhexanoate) [PHBVHHx] 
films with fusion proteins can promote the adhesion, proliferation, and 
neural differentiation of rat NSCs [54]. Glial growth factor (GGF) is a 
trophic factor specific for SCs. A PHB conduit containing GGF can 
significantly increase the regeneration of long rabbit peroneal nerve 
gaps, thus leading to motor organ reinnervation [138,142]. On post-
operative day 120, GGF addition significantly elevated the number of 
SCs and mini-fascicles of myelinated fibers and reduced the muscle mass 
loss relative to controls [138,142]. 

Besides biofunctionalized scaffolds, nerve regeneration can be 
facilitated by scaffolds seeded with viable cells, such as SCs [48,101,123, 
140,144,145] or stem cells [16,56,146]. For example, aligned nano-
fibrous PHBV conduits loaded with neuronally differentiated MSCs 
facilitate the regeneration of 10-mm transected rat sciatic nerves as well 
as neurogenesis and recovery of motor function, with an SFI of − 34.7 ±
1.2 (10 weeks postoperation) [56]. 

Many other studies point to positive outcomes of PHB-based NGCs in 
various in vivo models [140,139,141,147]. Among them, the rabbit 
peroneal nerve defect [138,142,141] is of great interest because to be 

Table 5 (continued ) 

Scaffold (conduit) 
composition 

Fabrication technique Scaffold (conduit) characterization Biological model Key outcomes Ref. 

PHB/CTS loaded 
with human 
MSCs 

Electrospinning Aligned fibers of 600 nm. Tensile strength, 
elongation at break, and Young’s modulus 
were 3.8 ± 0.3 MPa, 4.2 % ± 0.7 %, and 
116 ± 11 MPa, respectively 

10-mm rat sciatic 
nerve defect (8 
weeks) 

Regenerative capacity of the PHB/ 
CTS–hMSC conduits was superior to that of 
PHB/CTS but not as good as that of the 
autograft 

[16] 

PHB The conduits were formed 
from PHB sheets 

The fibers’ orientation was along the 
conduit longitudinal axis. The conduit 
internal diameter was 1.6 mm 

10-mm rat sciatic 
nerve defect (1 
month) 

Good axonal regeneration with negligible 
inflammatory-cell infiltration. Good 
angiogenesis at nerve terminals and through 
the walls of the conduit 

[139] 

PHB filled with 
alginate, 
fibronectin, and 
SCs 

Commercial PHB conduits 
were loaded with an alginate 
matrix with addition of 
fibronectin and SCs 

Not conducted 10-mm rat sciatic 
nerve defect (6 
weeks) 

Enhance nerve regeneration upon the 
addition of fibronectin and SCs to the 
conduits 

[140] 

PHB The conduits were rolled 
from PHB sheets 

Unidirectional fiber orientation along their 
long axes 

2–4-cm rabbit 
peroneal nerve 
gap (63 days) 

Completely bridged nerve gaps by day 42. 
Greater area of nerve fibers in the PHB group 
than in the autograft group 

[141] 

PHB-GGF NGCs were formed from PHB 
sheets 

NGCs consisted of compressed PHB fibers 
of 2–20 μm, running in a parallel direction 

2–4-cm rabbit 
peroneal nerve 
gap (120 days) 

A greater number of SCs, regenerated axons, 
and myelinated nerve fibers in the PHB-GGF 
conduit than in the control (pristine PHB). 
The GGF supplementation reduced muscle 
mass loss and led to complete limb 
reinnervation by day 63 

[138, 
142] 

CTS: chitosan, ASCs: adipose-tissue–derived stem cells. 
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accepted into clinical practice, conduits must support regeneration of 
large gaps of over 2 cm. Young et al. [141] have investigated the po-
tential of PHB conduits to bridge nerve gaps (up to 4 cm) in a rabbit 
model of common peroneal nerve injury. On day 42 postimplantation, 
the area of regenerating nerve fibers was greater in the PHB group than 
in the nerve autograft group, indicating that PHB conduits were capable 
of long-gap PNI repair. 

Thus, PHAs are gaining popularity in tissue engineering, particularly 
neural tissue engineering (Table 5), because of their piezoelectric fea-
tures, biocompatibility, biodegradability, high stability, good process-
ability, and nontoxicity [44,51,55–57,123,148]. The aforementioned 
articles have shown good potential of various strategies to render nerve 
PHA scaffolds bioactive, including polymer blending [5,45,51,52], 
addition of natural polymers [44,45,51,55], supplementation with 
growth factors [138,142], seeding SCs or MSCs onto PHA scaffolds [16, 
56,123,146], and surface biofunctionalization with ECM molecules [89, 
123,143,140], synthetic peptides [57], or synthetic proteins [54]. In 
addition, the crucial role of topographical cues of scaffolds having 
aligned fibers in neural cells’ attachment, proliferation, and differenti-
ation has been abundantly discussed [44,45,52,55,56]. Nonetheless, to 
the best of our knowledge, only one study [126] deals with PHAs, 
namely a PHBV copolymer, as an electroactive material. Therefore, the 

impact of natural piezoelectric properties of PHAs on nerve regeneration 
is not fully understood though it is exceptionally relevant for such 
electrosensitive tissues as nerves. This knowledge gap opens an unex-
plored field for further investigation. 

6. The role of piezoelectricity and conduit morphology in nerve 
repair 

In addition to piezoelectric capacity, attention should be paid to the 
morphology of NGCs. In terms of structure, NGC walls should be highly 
porous and permeable to enable facile transport of nutrients, metabo-
lites, and gases from the inner lumen to the surrounding environment 
and vice versa. Porous structure can mimic the perineurium that sur-
rounds nerve fibers and allows for transport of nutrients in vivo [47]. 
Conduit porosity of 52.5 % ± 1.2 % has been found to be optimal for 
enabling nutrient and waste exchange while maintaining structural 
integrity [47]. Hinüber et al. [5] have investigated the diffusion of large 
molecules (70 kDa) through a PHA-based conduit wall. Permeation of 
50 % of the molecules took less than 10 h at a wall thickness of 250 μm, 
and this rate was sufficient for effective diffusion of essential nutrients 
and metabolites through the conduit wall [5]. 

It is still unclear whether microfibers or nanofibers of scaffolds are 

Fig. 16. Ultrasound-driven wireless electrical stimulation enhances peripheral nerve repair. (a) Fabrication of a PHBV/PLLA/KNN film nanogenerator; (b) the 
delivery of in vivo electrical stimulation by the implantable PHBV/PLLA/KNN film nanogenerator combined with ultrasound to enhance the peripheral nerve repair; 
(c) the scheme of repairing damaged peripheral nerves by ultrasound-driven wireless electrical stimulation. Reprinted from Ref. [126] with permission from Elsevier. 
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better for neural tissue engineering applications. Positive results of 
nerve regeneration have been reported after the use of nanofibers [56, 
88,99,132,149–151] and microfibers [46,48,52,65,70,152–154]. Wang 
et al. have fabricated three groups of electrospun PLLA fibers (1325 ±
383 nm, microfibers; 759 ± 179 nm, submicrofibers; and 293 ± 65 nm, 
nanofibers) [153]. Nanofibers (293 ± 65 nm) did not promote extensive 
neurite extension or SCs’ migration; submicron fibers (759 ± 179 nm) 
promoted long directed neurite extension independent of SC migration, 
whereas micro-scale fibers (1325 ± 383 nm) promoted both long 
directed neurite extension and SC migration [153]. In an in vivo study 
[151], nanofibrous NGCs yielded better results as compared to micro-
fibrous NGCs in terms of the repair of 15-mm critical defect gaps. 
Nanofibrous conduits (251 ± 32 nm) yielded a significantly greater 
number of myelinated axons and thicker myelin sheaths as compared 
with microfibrous conduits (981 ± 83 nm). Lizarraga-Valderrama et al. 
[52] have generated electrospun PHA fibers with diameters of 2.4 ± 0.3, 
3.7 ± 0.3, and 13.5 ± 2.3 μm and revealed a direct relation between 
fiber diameter and neuronal growth and differentiation. The greatest 

number of neuronal cells was seen on large fibers (13.5 ± 2.3 μm) when 
grown individually and in coculture with SCs. Thus, comparative studies 
on the fiber size effect in nerve regeneration remain contradictory and 
incomplete and require further investigation. 

For an electrospun nerve scaffold, it is important to ensure a unidi-
rectional alignment of fibers. Neuronal differentiation entails a number 
of specific events, including formation and extension of neuritic pro-
cesses [155], and therefore it is crucial to create an aligned fibrous 
template for cells to extend and elongate on. Aligned topography is a 
versatile well-established simple strategy to improve nerve regeneration 
even without any additional biological and physicochemical stimuli [44, 
45,52,124,151,153,154,156–158]. After being implanted into a nerve 
injury site, the fibers that are aligned in the longitudinal direction of the 
conduit wall are able to guide regenerating axons to connect the stumps 
of the nerve defect. Moreover, longitudinally aligned structures can 
mimic myelinated axon white-matter tracts in the CNS [129]. Within a 
comprehensive project of Lins et al. [70], electrospun PVDF nerve 
scaffolds with various degrees of fiber alignment were prepared by 

Fig. 17. Advantages of aligned fibers for neural tissue engineering. (A) SEM images of a stem cell, neuronal cell, and glial cell cultured on scaffolds with different 
fiber alignments. Reprinted from Ref. [70] with permission from Wiley. Confocal fluorescent images of a DRG stained with phalloidin (actin) on micron- (B–C) and 
nano-sized (D–E) randomly oriented (B, D) or aligned (C, E) P(VDF-TrFE) scaffolds (magnification: 4 × , scale bar: 300 μm). Reprinted from Ref. [65] with permission 
from Wiley. (G–H) Primary rat neurons cultured for 12 h on laminin-coated PLLA fibers (F) with the addition of 4 wt% of Fe3O4. Reprinted from Ref. [129] with 
permission from ACS. SEM images of randomly oriented (I) or aligned (K) P(VDF-TrFE) fibrous scaffolds (scale bar: 5 μm); confocal fluorescence images of green 
fluorescent protein (GFP)-expressing SCs in the center of the graft in randomly aligned (J) or aligned (L) fibrous conduits. Scale bar: 50 μm. Reprinted from Ref. [101] 
with permission from Wiley. 
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means of collector rotating speed of 50, 100, 2000, or 3000 rpm 
(Fig. 17A). Nonaligned PVDF (50 rpm) was found to be the most 
appropriate for sustaining NSCs’ survival and proliferation. Further-
more, nonaligned PVDF at 50 rpm favored both NSC maintenance and 
glial differentiation, whereas slightly aligned PVDF at 1000 rpm was the 
most appropriate for neuronal differentiation. SEM images of cells 
grown on the microfibrous scaffolds (Fig. 17A) indicated that the di-
rection of neuronal cells’ elongation was parallel to the direction of fiber 
alignment for moderately and highly aligned fibers (2000 and 3000 rpm, 
respectively), whereas the elongation directions were random for 

weakly aligned and nonaligned fibers (1000 and 50 rpm, respectively). 
Lee and Arinzeh [49] have evaluated differentiation of human neural 

stem/progenitor cells (hNSCs/NPCs) on P(VDF-TrFE) nano- and micro-
fibrous scaffolds with either random or aligned structure. hNSCs/NPCs 
differentiated mostly into β-III tubulin–positive cells and had the 
greatest average neurite length on micron-sized annealed aligned scaf-
folds [49]. Neurites of the DRG extend radially on randomly oriented P 
(VDF-TrFE) scaffolds (Fig. 17B–D), whereas aligned fibrous mats direct 
neurite outgrowth at all fiber dimensions (Fig. 17C–E) [65]. Moreover, 
extended neurite length of primary rat neurons on aligned PLLA/Fe3O4 

Fig. 18. Electrical stimulation and topographical cues from aligned fibers promote neurite outgrowth. (A) Immunofluorescent images of neurons on an unstimulated 
PLLA film (i); on an unstimulated PLLA aligned fibrous scaffold (ii); on an electrically stimulated (50 mV/mm; 8 h) PLLA film (iii); and on a stimulated (50 mV/mm; 
8 h) PLLA aligned scaffold. Green staining denotes β–III–tubulin–positive neurons. Reprinted from Ref. [94] with permission from IOP Science. (B) Piezoelectric PVDF 
nanostripe array structures. (i) The schematic of fabrication of PVDF films. SEM images of (ii) PVDF-200 (the ridge, groove, and height were all 200 nm) and (iii) 
PVDF-500 (the ridge, groove, and height were all 500 nm). (iv) Immunofluorescent staining of the neuron maker Tuj1 (red) after 7-day cultivation. Cell nuclei were 
stained with DAPI (blue), and F-actin with phalloidin-Alexa Fluor 488 (green). ICP: inductively coupled plasma. Reprinted from Ref. [67] with permission 
from Wiley. 
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fibers has been demonstrated (Fig. 17F–H) [129]. Some authors [45] 
have reported improved proliferation of rat neuronal-like cells (B65 cell 
line) on electrospun aligned PHB/chitosan scaffolds compared to 
randomly aligned ones. Similar results have been obtained with adipo-
se-tissue–derived stem cells grown on aligned PHBV nanofibers [56]. 

In an in vivo study [101], aligned nanofibrous conduits of P 
(VDF-TrFE) promoted extension of DβH+ axons and GFAP+ processes 
farther than randomly aligned conduits did (Fig. 17I–L). That article 
showed SC viability in vitro, survival of transplanted SCs, and regener-
ation of axons within the conduits in vivo [101]. 

Coupling of aligned topographical cues with electric stimuli can have 
a synergistic enhancing effect on a variety of cellular activities, from cell 
adhesion to differentiation. Koppes et al. [94] have examined neurite 
outgrowth on either cast PLLA films or electrospun microfibers in the 
presence or absence of electrical stimulation (Fig. 18A). The results 
indicated that neurite extension rose by 74 % on the aligned fibers 
compared to control films (Fig. 18A, i vs. iii). Stimulation alone 
increased outgrowth by 32 % on films relative to unstimulated film 
controls (Fig. 18A, i vs. ii). The combination of topographical and bio-
physical cues resulted in a synergistic 126 % increase in the outgrowth 
relative to unstimulated film controls (Fig. 18A, i vs. iv). Thus, the 
topographical cues provided by the fibers were more dominant in sup-
porting the extent and directionality of the neurite outgrowth as 
compared to the electrical stimulation alone. 

Zhang et al. [67] have fabricated piezoelectric PVDF nanostripe 
array structures powered by cell adhesion and migration to investigate 
the synergistic effect of piezoelectricity and nanotopography on the 
proliferation, focal-adhesion formation, and neuron-like differentiation 
of rBMSCs (Fig. 18B). PVDF films with distinct stripe arrays and iden-
tically structured polyvinyl chloride (PVC) films were replicated from 
homostructural silicon molds (Fig. 18B, i–ii). Compared with that on 
TCP, vinculin expression (measured by fluorescent staining reflecting 
cell adhesion) was significantly higher on both PVDF and PVC nanoscale 
stripe arrays. Meanwhile, no statistically significant differences in vin-
culin expression were detected between the PVDF and PVC groups. 
Therefore, topography rather than piezoelectricity plays a crucial part in 
cell adhesion and proliferation. Concerning the differentiation of 
rBMSCs, significantly more cells positive for Tuj1 (a neuron marker) 
were found on the PVDF interfaces in comparison with TCP and PVC 
(Fig. 18B, iii). This result suggested that piezoelectricity rather than 
nanotopography of a stripe array nanostructure can enhance neuron-like 
differentiation of rBMSCs. 

Magnetoresponsive materials offer various benefits not only for 
activation of piezoelectric materials in a magnetic field but also for 
creation of aligned micro- and nanostructures for nerve scaffolds [104, 
159]. Zhang et al. [104] have prepared magnetoelectric nanochains 
based on magnetostrictive Fe3O4 and piezoelectric BaTiO3 (Fe3O4@Ba-
TiO3), which were subsequently incorporated into a biomimetic 
hydrogel and oriented by means of an external magnetic field, allowing 
for orientation of the hydrogel microfibers along the nanochains. The 
combination of the topological and electrical cues in this scaffold syn-
ergistically enhanced the expression of neural functional proteins and 
facilitated synapse remodeling and neural regeneration. Other materials 
combining piezoelectric stimulation with aligned topography cues are 
reported elsewhere [29,30,46–49,65,66,70,101]. 

7. Conclusions, challenges, and prospects 

Numerous strategies to enhance nerve regeneration have been 
introduced, based either on piezoelectric stimulation alone or on a 
combination with additional topographical, biochemical, and biophys-
ical factors. Piezoelectric biomaterials have several advantages, such as 
biocompatible electrical signal output matching the physiology and 
mechanical strength of soft tissues. Piezoelectric conduits can repair a 
neural tissue in a way similar to the natural processes occurring inside 
the ECM. Furthermore, piezoelectric stimulation does not require 

auxiliary devices, such as electrodes and wires. Magnetoelectric scaf-
folds made of a piezoelectric matrix doped with magnetic particles as 
well as alternative magnetoelectric materials and composites are even 
more promising than ultrasound-driven piezoelectric scaffolds, despite 
still being mostly untested in nerve-regenerative applications. Magnetic 
fields are harmless to cells and tissues in a wide range of parameters and 
can also penetrate deeply into the human body without attenuation and 
tissue heating. Accordingly, a noninvasive wireless efficient approach to 
neural tissue engineering may get into clinical practice. 

In addition to piezoelectric functionality, the advantage of aligned 
fiber morphology for neural regeneration has been proven in many 
studies [44–47,49,65–67,70,94,101]; hence, the greatest scientific po-
tential lies in a combination of an aligned topography with piezoelectric 
stimulation. Besides, the effects of aligned topologies should be 
compared with those of piezoelectricity to determine the predominant 
factor for robust nerve regeneration. 

Current achievements in the field of nerve regeneration induced by 
piezoelectric biomaterials in vivo, judging by the SFI, are compared in 
Fig. 19. In the papers presented, the periods of observation are limited to 
only 12 weeks or less, with only one study [31] where the regeneration 
process was evaluated during 16 weeks. Therefore, more prolonged in 
vivo assays would be worthwhile in which the SFI would be close to zero, 
corresponding to complete nerve restoration. 

Table 6 lists some available FDA-approved commercial NGCs. Most 
of them are tubular hollow constructs with nonporous nonfibrous 
structures based on PCL, PGA, or collagen. Among these, only NeuraGen 
3D has an aligned fibrous topography. Although these conduits have 
been proved to be biocompatible and biodegradable, the lack of bioac-
tivity results in rather poor regenerative capacity. On the contrary, 
piezoelectric NGCs with an aligned topography produce impressive 
biological outcomes, as discussed in this review. Nonetheless, their po-
tential has so far not been implemented in clinical practice for the 
following possible reasons. First, the techniques for preparation of 
piezoelectric conduits (e.g., electrospinning) with tailored properties are 
still at the laboratory stage. Furthermore, there is no standardization of 
mass production of piezoelectric materials and conduits for neural tissue 
engineering because a number of critical questions remain mostly un-
addressed. A number of studies on piezoelectric scaffolds and conduits 
for nerve repair are focused on exploring materials’ physicochemical 
properties such as morphology, chemical composition, and mechanical 
properties. On the other hand, data on their piezoelectric functionality 
are seldom reported. Key information about piezoelectric stimuli is still 
lacking including the optimal value for inducing maturity of neurons as 
well as long-term safety of electrical stimulation delivery though 
piezoelectric platforms. Moreover, the exact piezoelectric mechanisms 
governing cell behavior are not fully understood, thus necessitating 

Fig. 19. A comparison of SFI values achieved through the use of piezoelec-
tric NGCs. 
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additional investigation. From a biomaterial perspective, it is also not 
known how well the piezoelectric behavior is maintained long-term 
during contact with these cells. In fact, only a few studies have 
addressed piezoelectric measurements in culture media [160]. We 
believe that more insight into piezoelectric quantitative assays is crucial 
for addressing these issues and thus should allow for precise control over 
piezoelectric stimulation. We propose that piezoelectric characteristics 
should be quantified by piezoelectric force microscopy (PFM), which 
will lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms associated with 
cell–material interactions at the nanoscale. Future studies can also focus 
on measuring the piezoelectric activity in situ to elucidate how piezo-
electricity contributes to axon regeneration. These issues highlight the 
need to standardize piezoelectric measurement setups to facilitate 
comparisons of results obtained by different research groups. Finally, it 
would be of interest to couple these piezoelectric setups with artificial 
intelligence interfaces for constant monitoring of such piezoelectric 
stimulation and to assess the response of neural cells overtime. Although 
challenges still exist, this review can give some important clues and 
inspiration to researchers for further progress in the development of 
novel piezoelectric biomaterials for neural tissue engineering. 
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